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Deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) students bring diverse language and literacy 
backgrounds to the task of academic reading, which becomes increasingly complex and 
abstract in the upper grades. Teachers often differentiate their instruction by providing 
multimedia resources, of which students interact with verbal and pictorial information. A 
growing body of research supports multimedia learning; however, most of the studies 
have focused exclusively on learning outcomes, leaving teachers in the dark about the 
cognitive processes underlying these effects.  
 
This mixed methods study addresses this gap by using a nonfiction comic to investigate 
the reading processes of DHH 7th-12th grade students. Eye tracking and cued retrospective 
protocol were employed in a concurrent nested design to answer the question, how do 
DHH students read and learn from multimedia science texts? This study was guided by 
the cognitive theory of multimedia which states that reading comprehension is better 
supported when learning from words and pictures rather than words alone, especially 
when readers cognitively integrate the two representations to form a coherent mental 
model.  
 
Temporal and sequential eye tracking results revealed that readers’ transitions between 
related words and pictures were a statistically significant variable in explaining factual 
knowledge learning outcomes. These strategic shifts in attention were further explained 




reading processes were interpreted into the following themes: repairing, connecting 
representations, passive transitions, and connecting to self. The integration of quantitative 
and qualitative methods at the interpretation stage revealed that although the theme of 
repairing was equally distributed across all student reports, the theme of connecting 
representations was largely present in the reports from students who made high counts of 
integrative transitions.  
 
The major findings of this study align with the cognitive theory of multimedia, that 
students’ learning outcomes were significantly predicted by the deliberate strategies to 
cognitively integrate words and pictures to form and maintain a coherent mental model. 
The discussion includes ways in which teachers can capitalize on explicit modeling of 
these behaviors and employ students’ “think alouds” to better understand and support the 
development of effective multimedia reading processes. 
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CHAPTER ONE  
INTRODUCTION  
 
In content area classrooms, it is imperative that students can effectively read 
various text types to learn new information. For deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) students, 
this means that they must comprehend academic content in English, which is a second 
language for many students. When DHH children learn to read in early elementary years, 
it is a complex endeavor for several reasons (Goldin-Meadow & Mayberry, 2001). They 
may not have had a strong language foundation prior to entering kindergarten, and 
without this linguistic groundwork, literacy development is slowed (Andrews et al., 
2016). Another factor is that they do not have full access to sound-based phonology, 
which hinders the awareness of sound-letter correspondence (Lederberg et al., 2000). 
Recognizing familiar vocabulary words and learning new words must be developed in 
alternative, visual ways. Decoding aside, comprehension of new words and concepts is 
the ultimate goal, especially as students progress in grade levels, and are expected to 
learn increasingly complex and abstract concepts. It is well documented in research 
literature that many DHH students are challenged by academic reading. Of less focus, but 
perhaps more importance, are the strengths that DHH students bring to the task of 
reading. When educators focus on these strengths, they can provide better resources and 
instruction to support student reading and learning in the content areas. 
DHH children who grow up with a foundation of American Sign Language (ASL) 
cognitively develop language in the same way that hearing children acquire oral 




access to a visual phonological system, which is organized similarly in sub-lexical detail 
and quality to the sound-based phonology that hearing children develop (Allen et al., 
2014). Studies in bilingualism have demonstrated that children naturally use this visual 
phonological foundation of their first language to attend to structures and features of their 
second language, regardless of modality (Berens et al., 2013).  
Early exposure to visual language sets a child up to read and learn in unique ways 
(Folk & Eskenazi, 2017). Researchers who use eye tracking methods have found that 
signing deaf readers have a wider spotlight of perceptual attention than their hearing 
peers, which allows them more access to upcoming information as they read (Bélanger, 
Slattery, et al., 2012). Visual language also affects working memory, the act of storing 
information for short periods of time while reading (Nunes et al., 2014). Based on the 
results of tasks that target readers’ working memory, researchers have theorized that ASL 
signers tap into a sign-based rehearsal loop (much like hearing readers’ phonological 
loop) while attending to text, which positively impacts the ways that they store 
visuospatial information while reading (Wilson et al., 1997). This proclivity toward 
spatial, rather than temporal learning, has also been demonstrated when DHH students 
engage with other subject area content, such as math (Zarfaty et al., 2004). It is clear that 
signing students use a variety of linguistic and nonlinguistic strategies to read and learn, 
many of which are uniquely developed by their language and cultural experiences.  
Classrooms often have DHH students who are diverse in language backgrounds, 
which influences how educators differentiate resources to teach academic content. 




exposed to sufficient sign models for acquisition until they arrive to school (Andrews & 
Wang, 2015). Other DHH students have some access to sound and may use traditional 
sound-based strategies to read. To support all students’ learning regardless of language 
background, teachers of the deaf often provide a variety of textual resources rich in visual 
information (Kuntze et al., 2014). These resources are not completely unique to the DHH 
classroom, however. Today’s student communicates, reads, and learns through a 
multiplicity of formats (Abraham & Farías, 2017).   
Multimedia Learning 
Texts that use a combination of words and pictures to communicate ideas are 
called multimedia texts (Mayer, 2014). Researchers who have studied multimedia 
learning among DHH students have uncovered favorable learning outcomes for reading 
academic content that blends words and pictures (Gentry et al., 2005; Nikolaraizi et al., 
2013). However promising, the studies targeting these text types are scarce, and typically 
focus on outcomes, leaving questions about the processes that underlie these effects 
(Mason, Pluchino, & Tornatora, 2013) and learner characteristics that may impact them 
(Mayer & Sims, 1994).  
The cognitive theory of multimedia learning posits that readers learn better from 
words and pictures than from print text alone, but readers must cognitively integrate these 
two representations to form a coherent mental model (Mayer, 2014; Schnotz, 2014). 
Authors of well-designed multimedia texts assist readers in this process by making sure 
that words and pictures are semantically related and near to each other on the page, also 




content areas such as science, there is an abundance of opportunity for multimedia 
learning because students are often confronted with abstract phenomena that they cannot 
physically hold (Jee & Anggoro, 2012). The principles of coherence and contiguity are 
often demonstrated in science textbooks because passages of text are typically 
accompanied with related photographs or illustrations (Dimopoulos et al., 2003). Within 
the general education context, researchers have started to study multimedia reader 
processes to capture evidence of viewing behavior. When readers shift their visual 
attention back and forth between words and related imagery, they are working to 
cognitively integrate the information (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013). Several 
studies have demonstrated that increased integrative transitions from pictures to words 
and from words to pictures correlated positively with learning outcomes (Hegarty & Just, 
1993; Mason, Pluchino, et al., 2013; Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013, Mason et al., 
2015; O’Keefe et al., 2014). 
Nonfiction Comics in the Classroom 
Although science textbooks include a lot of visual information, they are not 
always engaging for students. This is especially true for those who struggle with the task 
of reading. Motivation is an important factor when teachers consider what learning 
materials they will present to their students (Parault & Williams, 2009). One text type 
that has proven engaging for reluctant DHH readers are comics (Smetana et al., 2009). 
During leisure reading time, it is not hard to find a comic in the hands of a DHH student, 
but very little is known about how they interact with or learn new information from these 




becoming increasingly available for teachers to use as a resource in the classroom. 
(Farinella, 2018). In comics, pictures and words are usually related and seamlessly 
intertwined, providing a prime example of the principles of coherence and contiguity 
(Mayer, 2014). Like science textbooks, science comics incorporate diagrams, graphs, 
charts, and labels; however, comics also include a narrative element that engages the 
reader (Jee & Anggoro, 2012).      
Supported by similar branches of cognitive theory, scholars are building the 
argument for using nonfiction comics in the classroom by studying the effects of these 
texts at process and outcome levels (Spiegel et al., 2013; Tatalovic, 2009). By combining 
methods of eye tracking and verbal protocol, researchers have begun to empirically 
investigate the processes and strategies behind DHH students’ comprehension of 
multimedia texts (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013). To date, there exists a small handful of 
published studies on multimedia learning with DHH students, and one that uses eye 
tracking (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013). However, there are currently no available studies that 
analyze the cognitive reading processes behind DHH student interactions with comics. 
Additionally, although comics have been considered as a potential enticement or impetus 
for increased reading, there have been no studies that focus on learning from an 
nonfiction comic.    
Purpose 
The purpose of this mixed methods study is to investigate the viewing behavior of 
DHH students as they read a nonfiction comic; for example, the duration of their gaze or 




characteristics such as reading comprehension, reading history, or prior knowledge play a 
role in their reading experience and learning outcomes. In prior research with science 
multimedia texts, hearing readers’ integrative transitions between words and pictures 
positively correlated with their learning outcomes. This study explored that relationship 
with DHH readers reading a science comic to see if integrative viewing behavior related 
to their learning outcomes. 
 Eye tracking provides a quick and unobtrusive way to gather an abundance of 
data about reading processes (Holmqvist et al., 2011). However, the quantitative output 
can be difficult to interpret because the data alone cannot explain why a reader looks at a 
certain area of interest or shifts between words and pictures (van Gog & Jarodzka, 2013). 
To account for these limitations, the qualitative method of cued retrospective reporting 
was used (van Gog et al., 2005). The purpose of this method was to validate and expand 
on the eye tracking data with insights from the reader’s self-reported experiences.  
Comics are steadily gaining shelf space in classrooms and libraries. Findings from 
this study allow researchers and educators the chance to gain empirical insights into DHH 
students’ multimedia reading processes and how they relate to learning outcomes. This 
information can inform pedagogical considerations, such as ways to model and practice 
effective multimedia reading strategies.  
The primary research question guiding this study was, how do DHH students read 
and learn from multimedia science texts? To help answer this question, three sub-
questions were employed to guide the methods and analyses of the data: 1) What 




behavior while reading a science comic? 2) How do readers’ integrative transitions 
between verbal and visual information in a science comic relate to learning outcomes of 
science ideas? 3) How do participants’ self-reporting describe their multimedia reading 
processes?  
Organization of the Dissertation 
This introduction provides summary of context and background information, 
rationale, and purpose for the study. In Chapter 2, a review of the literature begins with a 
history of research on reading development for DHH students. Then, research on reading 
multimedia texts and the cognitive theory of multimedia are outlined through the 
available literature with hearing and DHH readers. The methods of eye tracking and 
verbal protocol are discussed with relevant multimedia learning research. Chapter 3 
introduces the methodology of the study, including the design, participants, reading 
stimulus, assessment instruments, eye tracking equipment, and analysis procedures for 
each research question. Chapter 4 answers the research questions by reporting the 
findings from the analysis. Chapter 5 opens by discussing and interpreting the results. 
Next, limitations of the study are listed and explained. Finally, implications and 






CHAPTER TWO  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
DHH Students and Reading 
Reading and learning from text is one of the most crucial skills children can 
develop to fully participate in educational and societal environments (Hermans et al., 
2008; Luckner & Handley, 2008). However, unlike language, which is naturally acquired, 
reading is comprised of and impacted by several factors, and does not come easily for all 
children (Easterbrooks et al., 2015; Goldin-Meadow & Mayberry, 2001; Stanovich, 
2009). Comprehending and learning from text, arguably the end goal of reading, is a 
complex and non-linear endeavor when learning to read in a child’s native language 
(Chun & Plass, 1996). These complexities are further compounded when a child attempts 
to comprehend text in her second language, especially when her native language has no 
written component (Goldin-Meadow & Mayberry, 2001).  
Every day, DHH students learn in a school system that was designed for hearing, 
monolingual students (Matthews, 2016; Qi & Mitchell, 2012). Only recently were 
national academic content standards released that target language and literacy 
development in American Sign Language (ASL) as a first language, and learning 
academic content through visual resources (ASL Content Standards, 2018). These 
realities are, in part, due to the low incidence of this population. In the United States, only 
five percent of deaf children are born into deaf signing families (Mitchell & Karchmer, 
2004). These children grow up acquiring language implicitly through natural interaction, 




Price, 2013). The other 95% are born to families who hear and speak a language of which 
deaf children do not have full access (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004). Children become 
fluent in the early languages that they are consistently surrounded by; however, if a child 
does not have sufficient exposure or accessibility to acquire a language by the time they 
reach age 5, they are at risk of linguistic deprivation (Hall, 2017). Such an outcome has 
an equally profound impact on cognitive and linguistic development (Humphries et al., 
2012; Marschark et al., 2015). Regardless of whether parents are deaf or hearing, 
research consistently demonstrates that those who ensure a strong foundation of language 
for their deaf children set them up for linguistic and literacy success (Allen, 2015; 
Goldin-Meadow & Mayberry, 2001; Morere, 2011).   
 Ensuring a strong language and literacy foundation for DHH children is 
complicated by the fact that most hearing parents are not prepared to communicate with 
their DHH child (Enns & Price, 2013) and are immediately faced with emotional 
decisions about assistive technology devices, language and communication systems, and 
eventually, educational programming choices (Marschark et al., 2015). The complexities 
of these situations result in many DHH children arriving to school ill-prepared to read 
because of insufficient exposure to language (Andrews et al., 2016; Goldin-Meadow & 
Mayberry, 2001; Marschark et al., 2015). It goes without saying that any of these issues 
are further compounded by socioeconomic status (Twitchell et al., 2015) and additional 
disabilities (Marschark et al., 2015).   
 Given the complexity of factors that impact DHH students’ language and literacy 




entry for studying how DHH students learn to read. In early reading research with 
hearing students, some scholars leaned toward bottom-up practices (e.g., phonological 
awareness; Stanovich, 2009), or top-down skills (e.g., word recognition, higher order 
context use; Mason, 1980) to explain the predictors of reading success. Of course, there 
are proponents of both perspectives also found in the research priorities within deaf 
education. However, most scholars agree that an either/or position contradicts the known 
complexities of processing text (Easterbrooks et al., 2015), especially for a population 
with diverse language and communication backgrounds.  
From the Bottom Up 
For hearing children, reading requires that they connect and map the spoken 
language they hear to the letters and words they see (Rayner et al., 2001). Among other 
skills, phonological awareness is one of the biggest predictors of overall reading success 
(Stanovich et al., 1984). Cracking this complex code allows hearing readers to recognize 
words in print that they have already been repeatedly exposed to in their oral vocabulary 
(Stanovich, 2009). This mapping process has proven challenging for DHH students 
(Hermans et al., 2008) because they often do not have full access to the phonological 
code and for many DHH children, to a large vocabulary in any primary language, much 
less English (Lederberg et al., 2000). For decades, the topic of reading development has 
dominated the field of deaf education research (Trezek & Wang, 2017), yet there is still a 
lot that educators and researchers do not know about how DHH students navigate and 
make meaning from letters and words, especially in the situations of language delay or 




In classrooms and in research literature, there remains a strong belief that 
understanding the auditory phonological structure of English is paramount in DHH 
children learning to read (Cupples et al., 2013; Trezek & Mayer, 2015; Paul et al., 2009). 
This belief follows the assumption that because alphabetics (i.e., phonics, phonemic 
awareness) is important for hearing children when developing reading skills (NRP, 2000; 
Rayner et al., 2001), this should also be true for DHH children (Paul et al., 2013). In 
2000, the National Reading Panel (NRP) systematically examined the research literature 
and disseminated their findings as a list of recommended priorities for reading 
instruction. They reported that phonics instruction, and teaching phonemic awareness had 
a strong positive impact on student performance across all literacy domains and outcomes 
(NRP, 2000). Questions about instructional application to DHH learning environments 
prompted similar reviews of intervention literature on DHH reader outcomes (Schirmer 
& McGough, 2005; Luckner et al., 2005), but these efforts amounted to mixed and 
inconclusive results. In fact, only one study was found that examined an instructional 
intervention with phonemic awareness (Schimmel et al., 1999), and serious flaws in the 
design resulted in no conclusions drawn between the impact of phonemic awareness 
instruction and reading success for DHH students (Schirmer & McGough, 2005).   
Given the amount of federal dollars dispensed to research activities and 
instructional curricula aligning with the NRP’s findings (Schirmer & McGough, 2005), 
the turn of the century sparked an impetus of DHH reading intervention studies that 
largely mirrored the priorities of the NRP report (Trezek & Wang, 2017). In one of the 




identified 30 studies conducted since the publication of the NRP report. Not surprisingly, 
the biggest percentage of these studies focused on “explicit phonological/phonemic 
awareness and phonics instruction” (p. 283), prompting the authors to encourage a more 
balanced scope in future research efforts. Clearly, this area of research and instruction has 
been of prominent focus, but it begs to question what is known about the extent to which 
DHH students use phonological structures. 
The available research presents a very muddled picture, with several perspectives 
weighing in (Andrews & Wang, 2015). Some studies with DHH children stress that the 
presence of sound-based phonological awareness and training of phonological skills lead 
to positive reading outcomes (Colin et al., 2007), whereas in other studies, the presence 
of sound-based phonological awareness is contested, bringing the priority of teaching 
such skills into question (Bélanger, Mayberry, & Rayner, 2012; Daza et al., 2014; 
McQuarrie & Parrila, 2014). In a 2014 study, McQuarrie and Parrila found that deaf 
children ages 6-18 did not rely on sound-based phonological structures while reading. 
Furthermore, older and younger students, as well as less-skilled and more skilled readers 
did not differ in this regard, pointing to a misconception in the development of 
phonological awareness or skills. To investigate this relationship broadly, Mayberry and 
colleagues (2011) conducted a seminal meta-analysis of 57 studies involving 2,078 
severely and profoundly deaf participants. Although roughly half of the studies found 
significance for sound-based phonological coding and awareness, only 11% of the total 
variance in reading performance could be predicted. Sound-based phonological skills 




for such a relationship with DHH readers remains to be seen. It is important to note that 
in studies which have disproven the assumption of sound-based phonological reliance of 
deaf readers, skilled readers were involved in the sample. This means that DHH skilled 
readers may be applying a different skillset to the task of reading than skilled hearing 
readers do.  
Despite obvious differences in linguistic structure and modality (Goldin-Meadow 
& Mayberry, 2001), ASL and English exhibit formal linguistic organization at the same 
levels (McQuarrie & Parrila, 2014). ASL, a visual and spatial language, has a visual 
phonological organization just as English, a written and spoken language, has a sound-
based phonological organization (Emmorey, 2002). Both languages express minimal 
changes at the sublexical level that are manipulated to convey meaning (McQuarrie & 
Parrila, 2014). For example, by changing only the location for the sign UGLY from 
below the nose to under the chin, the sign meaning changes to become DRY. 
Manipulating this singular parameter of ASL (location) is similar to changing a single 
phoneme in a written word (e.g., rat and bat) to make new meaning (Allen et al., 2014). 
Neurological researchers have demonstrated that sign bilingual children who acquire 
ASL as a primary language develop the same capacity to manipulate and organize 
sublexical linguistic information in ASL as children who acquire sound-based language 
(Petitto et al., 2000). Studies in bilingualism have demonstrated ways that children 
naturally use the phonological foundation from their primary language to attend to 




Thus, a foundation of phonological awareness may be crucial for developing reading 
skills, but the language or modality of this foundation is not the key predictor. 
Easterbrooks and colleagues (2015) hypothesized that fingerspelling, itself an 
integral linguistic component of ASL, can also serve as an alternative pathway to sound-
based phonology. DHH children have been found to intuitively fingerspell English words 
they do not recognize (Chamberlain & Mayberry, 2000), and as an intervention, 
fingerspelling has been successfully used to support English vocabulary development 
(Alawad & Musyoka, 2018). The extent of these skills (and reading success in general) is 
provisional on early exposure to learning environments that provide rich and visual 
access to ASL and English (Allen, 2015; Allen et al., 2014). In summary, although there 
are differences in the ways that DHH children learn to read, there are also qualitative 
similarities in their access to phonological structures and parsing of sublexical units of 
language (Petitto et al., 2001). Learning these basic patterns of language is necessary 
because they allow the brain to store and understand novel words and signs; thus, 
learning new information (Andrews & Wang, 2015).  
From the Top Down 
Along with small units of language and vocabulary, higher level processing that 
focuses on meaning is necessary for successful reading comprehension (Kelly, 1995). 
Social and environmental interactions with texts are important during early exposure to 
books and reading (Mason et al., 1992). This perspective on emergent reading priorities 
has been taken up by researchers in deaf education as well (Andrews et al., 2016), who 




with pictures and accompanied phrases (Andrews & Mason, 1986), (2) incorporate ASL 
summaries to improve reading comprehension (Andrews et al., 1994), and (3) target 
social activities that develop world knowledge and positive reading identities for DHH 
students (Andrews et al., 2016).  
 Prior knowledge, compounded with vocabulary, is a facilitator of reading 
comprehension (Hirsch, 2003; Jackson et al., 1997). Much of an individual’s world 
knowledge and vocabulary is acquired incidentally (Hirsch, 2003), and many DHH 
students display lower levels of vocabulary due to limited access and exposure to 
incidental learning (Luckner & Cooke, 2010; Qi & Mitchell, 2012). Cochlear implants 
(CIs), which electronically transmit the sensation of sound, have been said to provide 
DHH children with increased access to incidental learning, and perhaps the means for 
closing the vocabulary gap between deaf and hearing readers (James et al., 2008). 
Although some children have experienced benefit from CIs, results on reading outcomes 
have considerable variability as there are many confounding factors to consider (Mayer & 
Trezek, 2018). In a study involving three groups of college-aged participants: hearing 
students, deaf students, and deaf students with CIs, Convertino and colleagues (2014) 
assessed vocabulary and world knowledge of all participants. The hearing students 
significantly outperformed their deaf peers; however, there was no significant difference 
in outcomes between deaf CI users and non-users. Surprisingly, neither age of 






In an article that explored perspectives on DHH reading development, a deaf 
doctoral researcher asked, “How many more English tests do hearing people have to give 
deaf children before they know deaf students have English deficiencies?” (Andrews et al., 
2016, p. 510). Arguably, the available literature on DHH reading outcomes reflects more 
deficit than gain, however that is beginning to change. Since the turn of the millennium, 
technology has allowed for a wave of new research within the cognitive sciences (Petitto, 
2014). As mentioned previously, striking discoveries about language development in the 
brain have shown that signing and speaking individuals acquire and process language on 
a similar trajectory (Petitto et al., 2001). Early exposure to a visual language not only sets 
a child up for language, but also contributes to the unique ways that DHH students learn 
(Folk & Eskenazi, 2017).  
Eye tracking research with skilled deaf readers has revealed predictors of their 
reading proficiency. Bélanger, Slattery, and colleagues (2012) used a moving window 
technique to measure the perceptual span of skilled deaf and hearing readers. Their data 
revealed that, while reading, deaf participants could see 18 characters to the right of the 
fixated word, whereas hearing controls saw 14 characters. In other words, as deaf 
readers’ eyes glided over lines of text, they saw substantially more upcoming 
information, compared to hearing readers. These results complimented earlier findings by 
Dye and colleagues (2008) who demonstrated that native signing teenagers had an 
enhanced visual periphery. These researchers have speculated about the potential benefits 




access and preprocess more information, potentially facilitating comprehension 
(Bélanger, Slattery, et al., 2012); on the other hand, a widened sensitivity to stimuli could 
be distracting for a reader if the task of reading is already difficult (Dye & Hauser, 2014). 
More research targeting less skilled and skilled DHH students’ reading processes is 
needed to better understand the variables that predict their comprehension. 
Short term, or working memory is an important aspect of reading to learn, 
because a student’s working memory architecture impacts how they take in and rehearse 
new information while completing a task. Having a deeper understanding of how students 
think while reading has important pedagogical implications for how teachers present 
material and instruction to students. DHH students have traditionally underperformed on 
working memory assessments, as compared to their hearing peers on all but one task – 
the Corsi block test (Nunes et al., 2014). This test is a visuo-spatial activity in which 
students are tasked with reproducing the order in which blocks are arranged on a board 
(Pickering et al., 2001). Both deaf children and adults outperform their hearing peers on 
this task (Geraci et al., 2008; Zarfaty et al., 2004), highlighting this visuospatial strength 
in memory. However, this task alone is not considered a function that supports the 
linguistic working memory needed for reading (Nunes et al., 2014). In a longitudinal 
quasi-experimental study (n=150), Nunes and colleagues (2014) implemented an 
intervention to see if deaf students’ visuospatial strengths could be used to bolster the 
working memory necessary for reading. After attending professional development 
sessions, teachers implemented six game-like activities in their classrooms throughout the 




memory. For example, in one of the games, the student was presented a series of screens 
that displayed robots and animals, and the student needed to count the number of animals 
(e.g., monkeys). The game begins with the robots and animals looking very different, but 
as the screens progress, the robots and animals become similar in color, shape, and size. 
Games like this one “use the rehearsal technique of binding visuospatial information with 
linguistic information and also opportunity to practice attention orientation” (p. 60). At 
the beginning and end of the year, the students were assessed on multiple working 
memory tasks. The pre and posttests revealed that the treatment group’s (n=73) 
performance differed significantly from the control group (n=77) at posttest. These 
results illustrated the gains that can be made by focusing on student strengths to improve 
areas of need, and how modeling and practice with visuospatial information can benefit 
working memory outcomes for deaf children. 
Teachers in all content areas share the responsibility of taking these empirical 
findings into consideration as they support their students’ reading practices. It is not 
uncommon that a classroom of DHH students would have a wide variety of backgrounds, 
each child approaching the task of reading in a different way. Of course, reading is also 
affected by many other factors, including motivation and reading amount (Parault & 
Williams, 2009). These factors challenge teachers to be flexible and creative in their 
approach to instruction and in the choosing of reading materials.  
One way that teachers can differentiate reading instruction for their DHH students 
is to broaden their definition of what “text” means. The creators of the national ASL 




particular piece of composition regardless of modality” (2018). This definition speaks to 
the wide variety of texts available for educational purposes. Signing students make 
meaning through visual means every day, and these unique language skills should be 
considered when designing educational materials that facilitate comprehension (Kuntze, 
2008) and motivation to read (Smetana et al., 2009). This alternative, visual pathway to 
reading has theoretical underpinnings of multiliteracies (New London Group, 1996), the 
idea that a reader brings unique linguistic and cultural background experiences to the 
development and practice of reading. Teachers must reimagine what literacy 
development could mean and look like for their linguistically and culturally diverse 
classrooms (New London Group, 1996).  
Decades of reading research have contributed to conventional understandings of 
reading development; however, the vast majority of these studies have focused on readers 
who use spoken language. Researchers who work with signing DHH individuals have 
demonstrated that these readers may actually use different resources or strategies to read 
(Folk & Eskenazi, 2017; McQuarrie & Parrila, 2009). Furthermore, in many DHH 
classrooms, there is a wide range of language backgrounds and competencies, with many 
students learning ASL alongside written English (Andrews et al., 2016). Even though 
some DHH students have some access to sound and may use some sound-based strategies 
to read, mostly all DHH learners benefit from access to visually-based instruction and 
reading strategies (Kuntze et al., 2014). To support these students, Kuntze and colleagues 
(2014) suggest that teachers ground their reading instruction in visual acquisition of 




successful literacy goes beyond the practice of reading traditional linear word-based texts 
and extends to multimedia texts that incorporate and support the diverse backgrounds of 
DHH student groups.  
Multimedia Texts 
 The term multimedia is not a modern phenomenon, and can represent a variety of 
experiences (Schnotz, 2014). Playing a quiz game on a tablet would be multimedia on a 
personal device. Attending a concert in which large screens play videos while musicians 
make sounds is a multimedia performance. A video storybook that features a signing or 
speaking narrator in front of illustrations is online multimedia literature. Although the 
term multimedia is typically associated with digital content, Mayer (2014) defines it as 
presenting words (spoken or printed) and pictures (still images, animations, or videos) 
together. Accordingly, resources can be low-tech, such as a textbook that includes words 
with diagrams and pictures, or even a comic book that includes dialogue balloons and 
illustrations.  
 Literacy learning, and considerations for effective educational resources, is not 
siloed to the English Language Arts classroom, but is a priority across all content areas 
(Brugar et al., 2018). Many of the informational materials found in content area 
classrooms include words and pictures in the forms of illustrations, graphs, photographs, 
maps, charts, labels, etc. (Mason et al., 2015). This is especially true in science education, 
where students learn about abstract phenomena that they cannot physically hold (Jee & 
Anggoro, 2012). Analysis of the text-to-picture ratio in science textbooks revealed that 




these texts highly visual. From the perspective of universal design in a classroom of 
diverse language backgrounds, teachers often differentiate instruction by providing a 
variety of visual learning materials to support students’ meaning making (Kuntz et al., 
2014). This is especially true for classrooms of DHH learners who learn from academic 
resources through visual means (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013).  
When choosing academic resources, there are certain factors that affect teacher 
decisions more than others. From all content areas, teachers often feel tremendous 
pressure due to high stakes evaluations that assess student literacy and knowledge 
(Brugar et al., 2018). Teachers in specialized schools for the deaf are no exception, as 
these students are held to the same content standards and required to take the same 
assessments as their hearing peers (Qi & Mitchell, 2011). With limited time and an 
abundance of content to cover, teachers’ decisions about texts are undoubtedly influenced 
by these expectations. However, the significance of reading is not only tethered to 
academic outcomes, but also to students’ trajectories as self-identified readers (Botzakis, 
2010) who read inside and outside the classroom by choice (Spiegel et al., 2013).  
Today’s generation of students are most likely to have grown up with screens 
constantly in their hands (Prensky, 2005), and this enthusiasm for digital multimedia 
entertainment often translates into their preferences for certain types of texts over others 
(Bucher & Manning, 2004). Despite some early resistance, teachers are paying attention 
to these preferences, and starting to experiment with one multimedia resource - comics 
(and their lengthier relative, the graphic novel) in their classrooms (Caldwell, 2012). 




in reading motivation (Brugar et al., 2018), there has been a quiet surge of interest in 
nonfiction comics, whose purpose is equal parts information and engagement (Farinella, 
2018). The content area that has potentially gained the most traction and publication with 
this text type is science. This may be due, in part, to high percentages of US students 
performing at below basic levels in science assessments (NCES 2011), sparking a 
creative push in resources for STEM education. Appropriately named “science comics,” 
this special genre employs science concepts alongside fictional narrative elements 
(Tatalovic, 2009). Popular with high and low achieving students (Cary, 2004), this 
medium is a potentially powerful way to increase participation and performance of 
science learning (Jee & Anggoro, 2012). Furthermore, from a pedagogical standpoint, 
“teachers can learn from and capitalize on students’ expertise when they take an interest 
in their students’ out-of-school activities” (Hinchman et al., 2003, p. 305). Valuing 
students’ personal reading histories demonstrates regard for the unique skills and interests 
they bring to the task of reading (Botzakis, 2010) and integrating these skills and interests 
into classroom literacy practices would be a multiliteracies approach to pedagogy (New 
London Group, 1996; Noel, 2014).   
The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia  
An increasing amount of research has documented that students comprehend texts 
better when learning from words and pictures than from print text alone (Anglin et al., 
2004; Butcher, 2014; Carney & Levin, 2002; Levie & Lentz, 1982; Norman, 2012; 
Schnotz, 2014), especially when they have low prior knowledge of the presented content 




that learners process words and images in separate cognitive channels, providing for the 
construction of more elaborate mental representation (Hannus & Hyönä, 1999). Mayer 
(2014) further developed this theory, agreeing with Paivio that readers process verbal and 
pictorial information in separate channels, but rejected the assumption that these channels 
are “equivalent ways of presenting the same material” (p. 7). Instead, words and pictures 
support each other by providing meaning in qualitatively different ways. The theory 
explains that the crucial element of multimedia learning is that the reader cognitively 
integrates words and pictures to form a mental model (Arndt et al., 2015; Mayer, 2014; 
Schnotz, 2014). Additionally, the theory of multimedia borrows from Sweller and 
Chandler’s (1994) work on cognitive load. According to Mayer and Moreno (2003), 
when elements in multimedia learning materials require cognitive processing that exceeds 
the learner’s capacity, cognitive overload occurs. Learners who have less linguistic 
access to the words they are reading already experience an increased cognitive load; 
however, the opportunity to process imagery with text may help to reduce this load 
(Bavelier et al., 2008; Beal-Alvarez & Cannon, 2014). Mayer (2014) adds that cognitive 
load is reduced when words and pictures are semantically related (principle of coherence) 
and near to each other (principle of spatial contiguity). These design principles help 
facilitate the cognitive integration that supports a reader’s comprehension of words and 
pictures.  
The way words and pictures have been included in educational texts has evolved 
over time. Older science textbooks often contained minimal pictures or separated the 




2009). In contrast, today’s science texts are much more aligned with Mayer’s (2014) 
suggestions for effective multimedia learning because they are filled with interwoven 
visual and verbal information, providing readers with multiple representations to learn 
from (Ainsworth, 2006). Science comics are also designed to guide the reader’s eye 
through verbal and visual information to make meaning. (Farinella, 2018). A prime 
example of Mayer’s principle of spatial contiguity, the medium of comics presents 
pictures and words that are seamlessly intertwined in a variety of ways, inviting the 
reader to actively integrate the information (Jee & Anggoro, 2012). Unlike textbooks, 
nonfiction comics employ sequential art to communicate ideas (McCloud, 1994), but they 
also incorporate many of the verbal and visual resources found in science textbooks, such 
as headings, graphs, charts, and labels (Tatalovic, 2009). Like textbooks, comics have the 
potential to enhance learning. However, a potential limitation is that the reader’s 
enjoyment for the narrative elements could promote an inflated sense of understanding of 
the science information (Jee & Anggoro, 2012). Study of reader process, coupled with 
active formative assessment, would work toward ensuring self-efficacy and reading 
comprehension.  
The Multimedia Effect 
 Multimedia learning has been investigated in a variety of ways, although the 
majority of studies have focused on outcomes (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013) and 
the effects of learner characteristics on these outcomes (Chun & Plass, 1997). Only 




happening while reading a multimedia text (Kinzer et al., 2012), which is of particular 
interest in the current study.  
Early studies that focused on narrative multimedia outcomes with hearing 
students produced mixed results (Kinzer et al., 2012). When Mallia (2007) divided 90 
fourth graders into three conditions (words only, words with pictures, and a comic 
version), chi-squared analyses revealed no significant differences across reading 
comprehension outcomes (Mallia, 2007). Similarly, when Kinzer and colleagues (2011) 
analyzed students’ comprehension of three versions of the same text: a traditional text, a 
comic text, and a video game, students who read the traditional text showed higher literal 
comprehension scores, although there was no significant difference in inferential 
comprehension across conditions (Kinzer et al., 2011). Alternatively, Cook (2017) 
investigated the compounding effect of combining resources across conditions. High 
school students (n=217) were randomly assigned to three conditions and then asked to 
read: Poe’s A Cask of Amontillado as it was originally written, a graphic novel adaptation 
of the text, and a third group that received both versions. Statistically significantly higher 
comprehension outcomes were achieved for the second and third groups, which used the 
graphic version of the story (Cook, 2017).  
The Multimedia Effect and DHH Readers 
The available research on multimedia effects with DHH participants is limited in 
quantity and approach. Early findings inadvertently pointed to the importance of access 
to the text reading level students were expected to comprehend, as well as the benefit of 




1973, Reynolds and Rosen compared three text conditions on 146 DHH college students’ 
reading comprehension. Students had a seventh-eighth grade reading level. In the first 
condition, participants were given text that was slightly less complex than college-level 
reading with eight line drawings. In the second condition, the text was slightly less 
complex than the first condition with nine line drawings. In the third condition, the text 
information was less in quantity and complexity than the first two conditions with 26 
pictures including labels with descriptions. Posttest gains pointed to the third condition as 
most effective in supporting student comprehension and retention of the information 
(Reynolds & Rosen, 1973).  
Diebold and Waldron (1988) tested the impact of four different instructional 
formats on 60 deaf students’ comprehension of the water cycle. Students ranged in age 
12-22 years and were reading at approximately the third grade level. Using a pre/posttest 
design, participants were randomly assigned to condition a) standard 6th grade text 
passage with a simple image; b) simplified text passage with a simple image; c) 
simplified text passage with a labeled diagram; or d) a labeled diagram only. Using an 
analysis of covariance to compare means across the conditions, the researchers found the 
simplified text with labeled diagram and labeled diagram only (conditions c and d) mean 
gain scores to be significantly more effective than conditions a or b (Diebold & Waldron, 
1988). In these two studies, participants demonstrated how “if one source provides little 
information, the other sources and routes become more important” (Schnotz, 2014, p. 
88). Since their reading skills were below that of the text provided, they relied on the 




In 2004, Gentry and colleagues recruited 25 deaf children ages 9-18 (M=12.3 
years) from self-contained and residential settings. Their aim was to investigate how 
multimedia learning affected deaf signing students. Unlike Reynolds and Rosen (1973) 
and Diebold and Waldron (1988), inclusion criteria stipulated that participants read at the 
third-grade level or higher as all presented texts were at the third-grade reading level. 
Participants were exposed to each of the four reading treatment options: text alone, text 
with pictures, text with sign language video, and text with pictures and sign language 
video. After each condition, the participant produced a story retelling, which was scored 
for accuracy. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that story comprehension was 
weakest after the text-only condition and strongest when text was presented with pictures. 
In response to the earlier studies, Gentry and colleagues (2004) ruled out assumptions 
that readers simply rely on pictures because they do not have access to the words. Their 
study demonstrated that even when students have access to the verbal resources, the 
combination of verbal and visual information produced effects greater than the sum of its 
parts.  
Multimedia Learning and Comics 
As a text type, comics are not easily defined (Farinella, 2018). This is because 
they can flexibly take the form of any genre, including the mixing of genres within one 
text. For example, science comics can communicate non-fiction science ideas through a 
fictional storyline (Tatalovic, 2009). As a medium, comics employ multiple modes (e.g., 
pictures and print text) and representations (e.g., pictorial and linguistic). Learning from a 




few research studies involving comics. Virtually all the studies involving multimedia 
science texts have included a text passage with a single image, which researchers have 
noted as a limitation (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013). What sets comics, and the 
study of comics, apart from other illustrated books is that words and images are strung 
together into sequential art (McCloud, 1994). Comics scholars add that to be a comic, a 
text must have a greater emphasis on image over words (Abel & Madden, 2008). What 
sets this study apart from other multimedia studies is the analysis of how students read 
and learn sequential imagery and text segments, which is the principle feature of comics. 
In educational settings, comics have been studied in a growing number of 
contexts. Across content areas, scholars have analyzed how these texts affect reader 
interest and motivation (Moeller, 2011; Smetana et al., 2009; Spiegel et al., 2013). As an 
English/Language Arts resource, comics have been used to focus student learning on 
literary elements (Frey, 2010) and the elements of art and design (Pantaleo, 2014). 
Comics have been studied as a way to scaffold complex social studies concepts 
(Christensen, 2006) and teach critical literacy analysis of social issues (Boatright, 2010; 
Chun, 2009). Researchers and teachers have also begun to study the pedagogical 
considerations of explicit instruction of comics, and how this instruction positively 
impacts reader comprehension (Brugar et al., 2018).  
Comics study and instruction can take many forms, depending on instructional 
objectives. One focus is on the juxtaposition of images and pictures, or how they interact 
with words to form meaning (Abel & Madden, 2008). For example, a picture of a snake 




animal through two different representations. Alternatively, a picture of a snake with a 
word balloon that reads “temptation” would invite the reader to interpret this relationship 
based on personal experience and background knowledge (Abel & Madden, 2008). 
Relevant to studying word-picture relationships are McCloud’s (1994) list of categories 
from his book, Understanding Comics (pp. 153-155). He displays seven common ways 
that pictures and words interact with each other in comics.  
1. Word Specific: within a panel, the words give almost all the information. 
Pictures provide very little new information (p. 153).  
2. Picture Specific: the pictures provide almost all of the information, with words 
only there to “add a soundtrack” to the pictures (p. 153). 
3. Duo-Specific: the words and pictures are intended to send “essentially the 
same message” (p. 153).  
4. Additive: words or pictures are used to “amplify or elaborate” meaning. For 
example, using figurative language with an illustration that displays the literal 
meaning (p. 154).  
5. Parallel: words and pictures are not intended to intersect in meaning. They are 
essentially telling two different, but parallel stories (p. 154).  
6. Montage: words take on a pictorial function and are “integral parts of the 
picture” (p. 154).  
7. Interdependent: words and pictures work harmoniously to convey the same 




As spatial contiguity of pictures and words is important for students to 
comprehend complex academic content (Mayer, 2014), this principle is also a crucial 
component in nonfiction comics, so that readers may make meaning from word-picture 
relationships (Jee & Anggoro, 2012). As nonfiction comics are expository in nature, 
parallel combinations of unrelated words and pictures are seen less frequently. Instead, 
words and pictures work together in panels to describe and explain science concepts, 
which is also emphasized in Mayer’s (2014) principle of coherence.  
In one of the only published studies exploring graphic novels and DHH student 
readers, Smetana and colleagues (2009) described a visual curriculum they designed for a 
summer remedial English class for deaf high school students. They used explicit 
instruction of graphic novels to explore and teach literary concepts. After studying 
several model graphic texts, students designed and created their own. Although the 
teachers’ findings were mostly anecdotal, some important observations were recorded. 
First, students were spotted forming impromptu literature circles outside of class, 
displaying a newfound interest in social reading practices. The teachers also remarked 
that, regardless of reading level, the students “who had the most success and created the 
most fascinating stories were the students who had read the most [graphic novels] in the 
four weeks” (p. 235). Additionally, a substantial increase in motivation to read was 
obvious to the teachers, and this enthusiasm influenced other students who were not 
involved in the summer course (Smetana et al., 2009). 
In recent years, teachers and researchers have written about the various benefits of 




learn about gravity (Gross et al., 2016), comics have supported primary students’ learning 
about biotechnology and agriculture, (Rota & Izquierdo, 2003), and Weitkamp and 
Burnet (2007) heralded the effects of humor in learning about science topics through the 
Chemedian comic series. These studies are encouraging, but also largely anecdotal in 
their claims. A few studies have compared science comics with traditional learning 
resources. Lin and research team (2015) investigated the impact of teaching adults about 
nanotechnology with comics and traditional texts. Hosler and Boomer (2011) replaced 
textbooks with comics in an evolutionary biology class (n=98) to see if multimedia 
learning had an impact on non-majors taking the course. Finally, Spiegel and colleagues 
(2013) taught teenagers about viruses using comics and text-only essays. In all three of 
these studies, similar findings were reported: there were no significant differences in 
science learning outcomes across groups; however, the reading conditions including 
comics were more effective in improving motivation and engagement for learning about 
science. Using regression analyses, Spiegel and colleagues (2013) reported that in their 
study, “teenagers in the comic group were almost five times more likely to want to read 
more of the learning materials than teenagers in the essay condition” (p. 2319), which 
was especially true for students with low self-efficacy in science learning (Spiegel et al., 
2013).  
Learner Characteristics and the Multimedia Effect 
In addition to overall learner outcomes, researchers have attempted to identify which kind 




Traditional reading skills. In a well-cited overview of multimedia studies, Levie 
and Lentz (1982) concluded that texts with images were more helpful to less-skilled 
readers than to skilled readers. This conclusion has been echoed by many other scholars 
who claim that texts with images are easier to comprehend than texts with words alone 
(Cary, 2004) because students are less taxed with fewer words to read, and cognitive load 
is lessened with the pictorial support (Beal-Alvarez & Cannon, 2014). Brante and 
colleagues (2013) investigated these assumptions. As sound-based phonological 
awareness (PA) is a strong predictor of literacy success for hearing readers (NRP, 2000), 
this research team tested whether a reader’s PA had an impact on multimedia reading 
comprehension. Forty-six college-age participants took a standardized PA assessment, 
which corresponded with participating in one of four reading conditions: a) low PA with 
text alone; b) low PA with text and image; c) high PA with text alone; and d) high PA 
with text and image. Results indicated that the inclusion of images did not support the 
low PA readers’ comprehension of the information; in fact, low PA readers with images 
produced slightly fewer idea units than the low PA text only group. Surprisingly, there 
was a similar pattern among the high PA groups (Brante et al., 2013). 
 In a study with a similar objective, but this time with graphic novels, Wong and 
colleagues (2017) also considered less-skilled and skilled readers’ approach to reading 
multimedia texts. One hundred eighty-eight Chinese-English bilingual college students 
were divided into low, average, and high ability groups based on an English 
comprehension assessment, then they read a traditional and graphic novel version of a 




graphic novel condition; however, there were no significant differences between English 
reading abilities and text format, indicating that all ability levels benefited from the 
graphic novel more than the traditional text (Wong et al., 2017). 
Although comics and graphic novels have been shown to appeal to students 
regardless of literacy capabilities (Cary, 2004), they are often seen as an alternative text 
option for struggling or reluctant readers, whether English is their first (Frey & Fisher, 
2004; Monnin, 2010) or second language (Smetana et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2017). 
Additionally, the majority of research on the educational use of graphic novels has 
pointed to the benefits of motivation and engagement for these readers (Brugar et al., 
2018; Norton, 2003; Wong et al., 2017). It is not surprising that motivation is commonly 
discussed as bolstering a struggling readers’ performance (Luckner & Handley, 2008), 
because a student who struggles with reading but who has intrinsic motivation will push 
through sustained challenges and setbacks (Alvermann, 2002). Increased motivation has 
also been linked to increases in reading comprehension (Guthrie et al., 2006), because 
increased investment can lead to careful monitoring of cognitive processes while reading. 
(Boardman et al., 2008).  
Reading history. Another learner characteristic that has been studied in reference 
to multimedia learning and in particular, with graphic novel reading, is a reader’s 
experience and expertise for reading the text type. This consideration differs from a 
learner’s reading skills, a variable that typically makes use of performance scores from 
traditional standardized reading comprehension assessments. Rather, the focus here is on 




may feel more inclined to reach for a comic over a non-illustrated text, but scholars 
caution that the task of processing multimedia texts is not always easier than reading a 
traditional text (Goldsmith, 2010). Not only do readers need to decode the written words, 
but the images as well (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996). Reading comics and graphic novels 
requires knowledge about their unique features (McLaughin & Pilgrim, 2018) which is 
usually acquired through experience or mentor guidance (Jiménez et al., 2017). 
In a unique qualitative multiple case study, Jiménez and Meyer (2016) explored 
the ways in which expert traditional text readers and expert graphic novel readers made 
meaning from narrative graphic novels. Although some outcome data were collected, the 
researchers were more interested in studying the processes that these readers employed 
while attending to verbal and nonverbal resources. The first author designed a visual 
attention mapping activity in which participants used their index finger to manually track 
their attention while reading. The researchers also used concurrent verbal reports and 
retrospective interviews. Data revealed that expert graphic novel readers made deliberate 
decisions about their reading path, paying attention to the images prior to the words, and 
then integrating the two. Researchers did not find evidence that the expert traditional text 
readers used illustrations in strategic ways to extend their understanding of the narrative 
(Jiménez & Meyer, 2016). This study was an important first step into looking at the 
integrative processes of reading the words and pictures of graphic novels. By 
triangulating data from attention mapping, think-aloud protocols, and retrospective 
interviewing, the researchers were able to get a sense of the readers’ thinking as they 




Although students of all ages have reported enjoying comics, there is limited 
empirical research on using these resources to learn. Learning more about these strategies 
and observing how successful readers use them can inform better pedagogical practices. 
The growing body of research on multimedia learning has concluded that the mere 
inclusion of pictures in a text is no guarantee of increased learning (Mayer & Sims, 
1994). To benefit from these representations, readers must make decisions about which 
pictures and words to attend to (Hannus & Hyonna, 1999), how these pictures and words 
relate to each other (Mason et al., 2015), and finally, attempt to integrate them to form a 
coherent mental model (Mayer, 2014; Schnotz, 2014). Researching the construction of a 
learner’s mental model requires that researchers go beyond outcomes and move into 
investigating the processes used to make meaning from multimedia texts. This analysis 
will be informative for researchers and teachers to better understand the underlying 
processes of successful multimedia learning (van Gog, 2010). 
Studies and Methods for Investigating Process 
 Methods that are used to track process, such as verbal protocol and eye tracking, 
are often used to make inferences about what is happening while a person reads (van Gog 
et al., 2005). A careful review of the literature helped illuminate the affordances of these 
methods and their ability to positively impact the validity of the current investigation.    
 Eye tracking. Studying the processes of reading can be described as making the 
invisible seen. As Arya and Feathers (2012) put it, “while we cannot enter the minds of 
readers, many strategies not otherwise observable become evident when we view the eye 




process because it allows researchers to collect a large amount of data without disrupting 
a reader’s natural processing (Holmqvist et al., 2011). As a method for studying reading, 
eye tracking has a lengthy history, from early experimental work in the late nineteenth 
century until present day (Rayner, 1998). Described as the third era, (see Rayner, 1998 
for a review), eye movement research since the 1970’s has focused on the cognitive 
processes that happen when individuals interact with high-tech and low-tech visual 
environments, such as text, pictures, human faces, or other visual phenomena (Hyönä, 
2010). During eye tracking, movements of a reader’s eyes are recorded in a very sensitive 
manner, which can report when and where a reader is looking, for how many times and 
for how long (Rayner, 1998). Researchers justify the connection between viewing 
behavior and cognitive processing through the eye-mind hypothesis (Just & Carpenter, 
1980). This assumption links the direction and behavior of eye movements and fixations 
with focus of attention. In other words, a person cognitively processes what she is 
attending to. Of course, this assumption is strengthened when the stimulus is related to 
the task at hand (Hyönä, 2010). For example, if the task of reading is meaningful to the 
reader, she will actively pay attention to areas she deems important (Boardman et al., 
2008; Kaakinen & Hyönä, 2005).  
 The act of seeing and perceiving visual environments involves the use of a wide 
visual field, but the human eye has rather poor acuity (Wong & Bartels, 2014). To focus 
on small details of a text: for instance, letters, or the facial expressions on a character’s 
face, a reader must focus, using a narrow two degrees of central vision called the foveal 




page of a text using this foveal spotlight, from which researchers draw rich amounts of 
data (Wong & Bartels, 2014).  
 Two main measures are typically used to describe viewing behavior: fixations and 
saccades. Fixations occur when a reader’s eyes are relatively still, “thereby allowing 
intake of information from the part of the stimulus that is being attended” (Scheiter & 
Eitel, 2017, p. 144). To study whether a reader attended to specific resources in a text 
(e.g., a word segment or a picture), the researcher defines this region in the eye tracking 
software as an area of interest (AOI; Holmqvist et al., 2011). Carefully establishing AOIs 
on the stimulus allows the researcher to spatially segment and group target features. This 
process is directly linked to the research questions because changing the AOIs means 
changing the data output (Holmqvist et al., 2011). The measure of first pass fixation time 
on words or pictures measures the amount of time a reader spent inside a word or picture 
AOI upon initial entry until exit. This time reflects early processing, or decoding of the 
text (Mason et al., 2015). Fixation durations can be challenging to interpret, because 
longer fixation times signal an increase in interest or complexity of text (Rayner, 2009). 
A reader’s foveal spotlight does not stay still (i.e., fixate) for long. The quick movements 
from one fixation to another are called saccades (Scheiter & Eitel, 2017). Unlike 
fixations, new information is not taken in or processed during saccades (van Gog & 
Jarodzka, 2013). It is simply a means for moving attention to a new place. 
Unlike other research designs that compare learning outcomes across different 
text types, eye tracking allows a deeper exploration of one text type, studying differences 




provides a way to gain insight into the moment-to-moment decisions that students make 
while reading words and pictures (Scheiter & Eitel, 2017), and how these behaviors relate 
to outcomes (Mason et al., 2015). In Mayer’s (2014) cognitive theory of multimedia, 
readers perceive and process words and pictures in two different channels, but then must 
integrate these two representations to make a coherent mental model. Hegarty and Just 
(1993) tested this theory by providing participants with an illustrated text that described 
how pulley systems work. Participants’ viewing behavior revealed an interwoven gaze 
path in which readers first took in a sentence or two, then shifted to the picture to see a 
related visual, then returned to the text, supporting the hypothesis that learners integrated 
information from both representations to form a mental model. Since this study, several 
other researchers have confirmed that the integrative processing of words and pictures, as 
demonstrated by participants strategically shifting their attention from words to picture 
and from picture to words, is a significant predictor of positive learning outcomes 
(Hegarty & Just, 1993; Mason, Pluchino, et al., 2013; Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 
2013, Mason et al., 2015; O’Keefe et al., 2014). By incorporating factual knowledge 
pre/posttest designs with the method of eye tracking, researchers have been able to study 
integrative viewing behavior and how this variable relates to learning outcomes of a 
reading task.  
In a series of multimedia studies with science texts, Lucia Mason and colleagues 
(Mason, Pluchino, & Tornatora, 2013; Mason, Tornatora, and Pluchino, 2013; Mason et 
al., 2015) studied the process behaviors of students to see if their attempts to integrate 




Tornatora, (2013) invited 56 sixth graders to read about atmospheric pressure in three 
reading conditions: words only, words with an unlabeled illustration, or words with a 
labeled illustration. There was no significant difference found at immediate posttest for 
factual knowledge across the conditions. Additionally, there was no significant difference 
in the amount of time spent processing words or pictures. However, significant gains in 
inferential knowledge at immediate and delayed posttest were found for participants who 
read the labeled illustrated text. Eye tracking data revealed that students in the labeled 
illustrated text condition made more integrative transitions from label to picture and 
picture to label. Researchers concluded that the textual labels supported student 
processing by acting as anchor points for readers to cognitively integrate the verbal and 
visual information, solidifying their understanding of the concepts (Mason, Pluchino, & 
Tornatora, 2013).  
Also in 2013, Mason, Tornatora, and Pluchino recruited 49 fourth graders to all 
read the same illustrated text about air. Eye tracking data revealed a negative correlation 
between traditional reading comprehension and first pass time on words. Meaning, the 
lower the student’s reading skill, the longer the student spent reading it. A significant 
positive correlation was found between prior knowledge and integration of words and 
pictures. Finally, the students who demonstrated more integrative transitions (shifting 
from words to picture and picture to words) had significantly higher learning outcomes at 
immediate and delayed posttests (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013).  
Mason and colleagues (2015) recruited 43 seventh graders to read about the food 




pictures. In their analyses, the researchers differentiated between first-pass reading (the 
readers’ initial inspection of words or pictures) and second-pass reading (a return to an 
area of words or pictures). Interestingly, readers’ first-pass inspections of words and 
pictures did not significantly predict any outcome measures, but a series of hierarchical 
regressions revealed that integrative transitions during the second-pass reading 
significantly predicted recall and transfer of knowledge (Mason et al., 2015).  
Integrations between words and pictures have also been investigated with eye 
tracking and comics research. Carroll and colleagues (1992) studied how readers 
interpreted the humor of single-panel comics. Eye tracking data revealed that the 
participants briefly inspected the image, then read the caption, and finished with a longer 
re-inspection of the picture. In a more recent study, Foulsham and colleagues (2016) 
provided 16 college-age readers with comic strips in two conditions: panels in their 
original sequential order, and in randomized order. Participants’ viewing behavior was 
recorded as they read the strips, and after completing each one, they rated the difficulty of 
reading with a Likert-style scale. For both sequential and random conditions, researchers 
collected eye tracking indices such as number of fixations per panel, fixation times, 
regressive movements (looking back to a previous panel), and saccade length to 
investigate how participants’ eyes moved through the strips. This study was not an 
example of the type of comics I explored in the current study as these researchers used 
wordless comics (and thus, not congruous with the definition of multimedia), but the 
results were informative in considering the integrative viewing behavior of natural comic 




layouts (Cohn, 2013). In other words, they started at the top left and read across, then 
down to the left and across again, similar to the reading pattern of traditional print texts. 
However, in both conditions of sequential and randomized panel order, readers made 
regressive eye movements, usually to the immediate previous panel to inspect 
information again. Surprisingly, Foulsham and colleagues (2016) witnessed more 
regressions in this study with comics (about 40% of all panel shifts were to the previous 
panel) than is typically observed with traditional text reading (about 10-15% of eye 
movement shifts to previously read words; Rayner, 2009). Foulsham and colleagues 
(2016) noted in their discussion that future research on attention shifts between and 
within panels could “tell us about the process of integrating narrative information across 
a sequence” (p. 576). In these wordless comics, readers were attempting to integrate 
information by shifting their attention back and forth across panels to construct a 
coherent mental model. 
In the only known multimedia study using eye tracking with deaf students, 
Nikolaraizi and colleagues (2013) studied how eight deaf students (age 8-12) interacted 
with an online multimedia reading program called See and See. Within this software, 
students had access to signed videos, pictures that corresponded with short text segments, 
and a concept map that illustrated the entire narrative with imagery. After reading the 
story, students were taken to a screen that included text-explicit and text-implicit 
comprehension questions, available in written and signed forms. The authors noted that 
the design of the See and See software was in agreement with principles of multimedia 




integrative processing, and imagery was especially designed to depict semantic meaning 
of text segments (principles of contiguity and coherence, respectively; Mayer, 2014). 
Texts were selected for each participant based on reading level, and one of the 
researchers met with students before collecting data to orient them to the software 
features. While guiding each student through a test reading, the researcher modeled 
“thinking aloud” about what he saw while reading through the pictures, text, and concept 
map. The researcher returned on another day to collect data with the students. Process 
measures included eye tracking and concurrent verbal protocol. Outcome measures 
included free text recall and comprehension questions. After analyzing the data, the 
researchers concluded that the students enjoyed reading the narrative, and attended to 
both words and pictures; however, they did not integrate words and pictures strategically. 
Further, they appeared to attend to everything that seemed interesting to them, even if it 
was not relevant to the main ideas of the story. This attention to extraneous information 
was also revealed in the free text recalls, in which students often included irrelevant 
information. Think-aloud results were available for six of the eight students. Expressions 
were divided into pictorial idea units and textual idea units. Of the think-alouds that 
related to pictures, 39.5% to 80% were also related to textual information, indicating that 
students located text-relevant information in the pictures (p. 468). However, that leaves a 
somewhat large percentage of reported pictorial information, much of which was 
irrelevant to the narrative. Regardless of student expressions about words or pictures, eye 
tracking data revealed that, on the whole, students did not make many integrative 




cautious with making any generalizable claims based on overall comprehension outcomes 
and viewing behavior (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013). 
Limitations of eye tracking. Eye tracking is becoming increasingly popular; 
however, several limitations should be heeded before designing a multimedia learning 
study using this method. For example, the data “require a substantial degree of inferences 
about underlying cognitive processes, as they do not explain why a participant was 
looking at certain representations and in a certain order” (van Gog & Jarodzka, 2013, p. 
150). Eye tracking can be complemented by adding concurrent verbal reports, but this 
approach has not always proven successful (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013), and collecting 
verbal data in a language different from the target stimulus can potentially produce a 
confounding effect (Schirmer, 2003), as has been reported when using concurrent “think 
alouds” with young deaf students. There is also an unsettling vagueness in interpreting 
eye movement indices (Holsanova, 2014). For example, a reader may fixate on 
information because it is deeply interesting to him. On the other hand, it may be deeply 
confusing to him. Mason and colleagues (2015) have attempted to define and explain 
these viewing behaviors by identifying patterns of initial versus regressive inspections; 
however, these conclusions need further exploration and replication (Scheiter & Eitel, 
2017). Similarly, the integrative transitions that have been correlated with promising 
comprehension outcomes (and a major tenet of multimedia learning) may indicate a 
reader’s attempt to integrate information from words and pictures, a success in 
integrating the two representations, or a struggle to integrate the two (Holsanova, 2014). 




 Concurrent and retrospective reporting. To study what a participant is thinking 
while reading, researchers have often asked participants to simply think aloud (Ericsson 
& Simon 1980; Fox, 2009 for a review), also known as verbal protocol. In this method, 
the researcher asks the participant to express any and all things that come to mind while 
reading (i.e., concurrent), or immediately after reading (i.e., retrospective; van Gog et al., 
2005). There are conflicting perspectives on the kind of participant for whom verbal 
protocol is most appropriate. Afflerbach (2000) noted, “Less able readers are often less 
verbal, and their reports might be more unduly influenced by the burden of the task of 
reading and reporting” (p. 173). van Gog and Scheiter (2010) agreed, adding that novice 
readers who experience a high cognitive load while reading may have difficulty 
expressing their thoughts. However, Kaakinen and Hyönä (2005) suggested that verbal 
protocol data are more valid when the text is slightly challenging for the reader because 
comprehension processes become automatized as the task of reading gets easier. 
Consequently, readers may not think to mention aspects of their processing. When 
readers report concurrently, any information they express reflects short-term memory 
processing, which are valuable insights into a reader’s cognitive process (van Gog et al., 
2005). In the first study to use verbal protocol with deaf readers, Schirmer (2003) used 
this method to compare deaf children’s reading strategies with the strategies of hearing 
skilled readers. First, she practiced thinking aloud, or as she suggested, “thinking visibly” 
with the elementary-aged readers (p. 163). Then, she asked each participant to read a 
short story, stopping after each page for the reader to think aloud. While analyzing the 




categories as an a priori code template. Analysis revealed that several strategies were 
expressed by participants during the study, adding to what we know about deaf readers’ 
process. However, one limitation Schirmer noted in using concurrent verbal protocol was 
that readers were required to code switch between reading in English and reporting in 
ASL, which may have been a disadvantage. On the other hand, these translations may 
have added a “level of reflective thinking” which could have been an advantage 
(Schirmer, 2003, p. 169). Either way, the possibility of confounding effects is a potential 
limitation in using verbal protocol with signing deaf readers. This limitation was also 
noted by Banner and Wang (2010) who extended this research (and think aloud methods) 
with adult deaf readers.     
 Other researchers have reported drawbacks to using concurrent verbal protocol. 
One concern is that the act of expressing thoughts affects the very cognitive processes 
and viewing behavior that the method is attempting to inspect (Eger et al., 2007). Another 
obvious issue is that, regardless of reading ability or expertise, thinking aloud is not a 
natural thing to do while reading (Ek, 2012). To attain a certain level of comfort, the 
method is often practiced with the participant before data are collected (Nikolaraizi et al., 
2013; Schirmer, 2003); however, it is not possible to completely remove the distraction 
of attending to two tasks simultaneously (Ek, 2012). For the reader who already 
experiences a heavy cognitive load while reading, concurrent verbal protocol can be an 
unavoidably intrusive way to study reading process (van Gog et al., 2005).  
 To allow for the natural processes of reading but still benefit from participant 




participant reads (van Gog et al., 2005). For very short tasks that last under one minute, 
such as medical image interpretation, retrospective reporting has been found to be very 
accurate (Helle, 2017). Although this alternative approach would solve the issue of 
confounding cognitive processes, researchers have found that participants tend to provide 
more information during concurrent reporting than retrospective because participants can 
tailor their retrospective report to make their performance appear more effortless 
(Kuusela & Paul; 2000). Or, they can simply forget what happened during time periods of 
reading (van Gog et al., 2005).  
Cued retrospective reporting. Due to modern advances of eye tracking software, 
there is an alternative solution: cued retrospective reporting (van Gog et al., 2005). The 
cue in this case can be the researcher tapping or triggering the participant with a prompt, 
and/or a video replay of the reading task itself. As a participant reads the target stimulus, 
their viewing behavior is recorded (without distraction) through the eye tracker. Once 
reading has finished, the participant is asked to report on their processes, but the 
researcher can use the recording of the participant’s viewing behavior while reading 
(called a gaze replay), superimposed on top of the target stimulus, to cue their memories 
of the reading process (van Gog & Jarodzka, 2013). The researcher is also able to control 
the speed of the gaze replay during the retrospective reporting, which is helpful when 
targeting specific behaviors (Catrysse et al., 2016). This method is used often in usability 
research as participants are asked to recall steps to solving online tasks. Showing 




produced more reliable reporting in accuracy and quantity than without the gaze replay, 
especially when exploring content that is unfamiliar to the reader (Eger et al., 2007). 
Summary 
DHH students bring diverse language and literacy backgrounds to the task of 
reading, and research has shown that reading comprehension is often more challenging 
for DHH students compared to their hearing peers. While DHH students are expected to 
learn grade level information by reading in content areas such as science, teachers are 
charged with maximizing their students’ learning capacities by designing and 
differentiating instruction that is engaging and meets their needs (Nikolaraizi et al., 
2013). One of the ways that teachers meet the needs of their DHH students is by creating 
a visual learning environment with plenty of visual educational materials (Kuntze et al., 
2014; Smetana et al., 2009). The cognitive theory of multimedia (Mayer, 2014) supports 
this approach because it states that reading comprehension is better supported when 
learning from multiple representations. This assumption has been confirmed by a 
growing body of empirical research with DHH and hearing students. 
           Most of the studies on multimedia learning have focused on outcomes, using 
experimental designs to demonstrate favorable effects for learning from texts with visual 
and verbal content. These results are encouraging, but educators are left in the dark about 
the cognitive processes underlying these effects. Eye tracking offers a unique and 
unobtrusive view into the moment-by-moment viewing behavior of readers. By recording 




measures, researchers have started to make connections between perceptual processes 
and predictors of effective learning. 
              With hearing learners, eye tracking methods have investigated reader 
propensities toward words or pictures. Most studies have shown that learning outcomes 
are not significantly impacted by the amount of time spent on words or pictures (Mason, 
Pluchino, & Tornatora, 2013). When looking at initial (i.e. first-pass) inspections of 
words or pictures, compared to returned visits (i.e. second-pass), researchers have found 
that there are important differences in these indices, mainly that first-pass reading reflects 
a reader’s early selection and processing of information (Mason et al., 2015). Confirming 
Rayner and colleagues’ (2006) conclusions with traditional text reading, Mason, 
Tornatora, and Pluchino (2013) found that readers with lower reading comprehension had 
longer fixation times on first-pass reading of words in multimedia texts. The unifying and 
significant finding in these multimedia eye tracking studies was that readers who made 
more integrative transitions from pictures to words and from words to pictures correlated 
with positive learning outcomes (Hegarty & Just, 1993; Mason, Pluchino, et al., 2013; 
Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013, Mason et al., 2015; O’Keefe et al., 2014). These 
results are in line with Mayer’s (2014) cognitive theory of multimedia, in that readers 
perceive and process words and pictures in two different channels, but then must 
integrate these two representations cognitively to make a coherent mental model. Positive 
correlations between outcomes and eye tracking measures are encouraging, but a 




explain why a reader transitions to or fixates on certain areas for an amount of time 
(Scheiter & Eitel, 2017). 
           There exists a small handful of studies on multimedia learning with DHH 
students, with only one that used eye tracking and verbal protocol. Nikolaraizi and 
colleagues (2013) found that all eight participants made initial inspections of pictures, 
then investigated all words and pictures before doing somewhat well on comprehension 
questions of key information in the story. One of their main findings was that these 
students did not make intentional shifts between words and pictures to make meaning. 
While this study produced some important initial observations on DHH student reading 
processes, a larger sample size would allow researchers to investigate generalizable 







CHAPTER THREE  
MATERIALS, METHODS, & ANALYSIS 
Research Questions 
 Research on DHH interactions with multimedia texts has demonstrated positive 
outcomes for DHH students (Diebold & Waldron, 1988; Gentry et al., 2005; Nikolaraizi 
et al., 2013; Reynolds & Rosen, 1973; Smetana et al., 2009), albeit limited in quantity 
and approach. To date, there has been only one study that focused on the processes of 
DHH students reading a multimedia text, and there are currently no available studies that 
analyze the cognitive reading processes of DHH student interactions with nonfiction 
comics. The purpose of this mixed methods study was to investigate the viewing behavior 
of DHH students as they read a science comic, and whether certain learner characteristics 
played a role in their reading experience and learning outcomes. Because of the 
aforementioned limitations with concurrent verbal protocol, cued retrospective reporting 
was applied in this study to interpret and expand on participants’ viewing behavior. The 
integration of quantitative and qualitative data during analysis contributes to our 
understanding of how DHH students cognitively process words and pictures to learn. As 
this is the first study of its kind, procedures were exploratory in nature.  
The following primary research question guided this study:  
How do DHH students read and learn from multimedia science texts?  
The following sub-questions guided the methods and analyses of the data:  
1. What statistical relationships exist between DHH students’ learner characteristics 




2. How do readers’ integrative transitions between verbal and visual information in a 
science comic relate to learning outcomes of science ideas? 
3. How do participants’ self-reporting describe their multimedia reading processes?  
Operational Definitions: Research Questions and Eye Tracking Terms 
Learner characteristics – these variables relate to three pre-assessments, used to 
consider participants’ traditional reading comprehension, comics reading history, 
and prior content knowledge. 
Viewing behavior – the non-conscious allocation of visual attention, whether 
fixating or moving across a reading stimulus.  
Fixations – while reading, the participant’s eyes are relatively still. In the 
Tobii Studio software, a fixation algorithm is used to define the length of 
time and spatial positioning (X and Y coordinates) of a participant’s gaze. 
The duration of a typical fixation is 200 milliseconds, or .2 seconds 
(Olsen, 2012).   
Saccades - The quick eye movements that connect one fixation to another 
(Scheiter & Eitel, 2017). 
Area of interest (AOI) – to study readers’ attention to specific resources in the 
stimulus that relate to the research questions, regions are manually defined by the 
researcher in the eye tracking software as an area of interest. 
First pass time - the amount of time a reader spends inside a word or picture AOI 
upon initial entry until exit. This time reflects early processing of the words and 




Integrative transitions - the reader shifts attentional gaze from a picture AOI to a 
related word AOI, or from a word AOI to a related picture AOI. 
Multimedia reading process – the process by which a reader makes meaning 
from the words and pictures they perceive.  
Design 
 This study used a pragmatic approach to exploring novel phenomena through 
quantitative and qualitative means (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Pragmatism 
borrows from Dewey’s (1920) philosophical position on instructional practices: that all 
empirical inquiry should directly tie to practical application in the classroom. Using a 
mixed methods design with educational research is seeking “middle ground” between 
quantitative and qualitative approaches to find the most practical way to answer the 
research questions (see Table 1 in Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 18 for 
characteristics of Pragmatism). To reach a better understanding of DHH students’ 
cognitive processing while reading words and pictures in a comic, this study employed a 
concurrent nested design (Creswell et al., 2003). This type of design means that 
quantitative and qualitative data were collected at roughly the same time, with the 
quantitative data as the more dominant method guiding the study. A mixed methods 
design was appropriate for this study because, while the method of eye tracking explored 
objective correlations between viewing behavior and learner characteristics (research 
questions 1 and 2), these quantitative data alone could not fully explain students’ 
metacognitive processing, as discussed in the limitations of eye tracking (Scheiter & 
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Figure 1. The process of data collection, analysis, and integration in a concurrent nested design. 
 
 
to better explain what was found through eye tracking (research question 3); furthermore, 
triangulating between multiple data sources (e.g., process and outcome measures) 
provided for a more accurate interpretation of the phenomena under investigation 












 A criterion sample of 19 students was initially recruited for this study. Due to 
poor eye calibration for two students, data for 17 total participants (7 female and 10 male) 
between the ages of 12 and 18 (M=14.6) were included in analysis. All students attended 
an ASL-English bilingual school in the southeast region of the United States. The 
participants’ communication modalities varied from signed to spoken, and language also 
varied from ASL to English, with some use of simultaneous communication. Of the 17 
participants, 13 were profoundly deaf (> 90 dB), 2 students had a severe hearing loss (71-
90 dB), 1 had a moderate hearing loss (41-55 dB) and 1 had normal hearing (0-15 dB). 
Data Collection Data Analysis & Integration 








All of the students had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and met all other inclusion 
criteria.   
Inclusion criteria. Participants were selected on the basis of the following 
criteria: 1) they had an unaided hearing threshold level of 30 dB or greater, and/or a 
medical condition that served as a barrier to processing spoken language auditorily; 2) 
they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision; 3) they had no cognitive disabilities 
reported in their student academic files; 4) they scored at least 174.7 on their fall MAP 
reading assessment, indicating at least a 2nd grade reading level, based on 2015 NWEA 
normative data. 
 Sampling considerations. It is common in studies with deaf and hard of hearing 
students to see small sample sizes and a wide range of ages due to the low incidence of 
the population (Luckner & Handley, 2008). Correlational analyses in this study focused 
more on learner characteristics (e.g., reading comprehension) than age. 
Reading Material 
All students read the same passage of the comic, Bats: Learning to Fly (Koch, 
2017; see Figures 2 and 3) one time. Some slight edits were made to the arrangement of 
information on the four pages to keep the stimulus short enough for statistical analyses, 
and to edit out extraneous story elements that did not make sense in the shortened 
context. Permission for these edits was granted by the author and publisher. To ensure 
ecological validity, the topic of bats was chosen because students are often interested in 




survival, common behaviors, and predator-prey interactions (Next Generation Science 
Standards).  
The first page of the stimulus (see Figure 2) begins with narrative content in a 
classic comic panel layout. Readers are introduced to a bat character who is flying above 
a group of tourists and park ranger in a national park. On the opposite page, the park 
ranger explains that he is leading a night tour in the desert. Interestingly, the author 
includes verbal and visual information in the park ranger’s dialogue balloons, which is a 
unique feature of nonfiction comics. These comparison panels display ecological 
information about the desert and include animals that are described as bat predators at the 
bottom of the page. This page takes advantage of dialogue balloons, word balloons in the 
form of headings and labels, and illustrations.  
 The third and fourth pages (Figure 3) show how bats take off and fly. It features 
word balloons in the form of headings and diagram illustrations that are labeled. A 
unique feature of these pages is the process diagram spanning the bottom half of page 3 
and 4. Koch (2017) takes advantage of moment-to-moment illustrations, labels, and 












































Reading comprehension. To measure students’ traditional reading 
comprehension, I used the Rasch unIT (RIT) scores from the Northwest Evaluation 
Association (NWEA) Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) - Reading: Informational 
Text assessment. This assessment asks students to read a passage of informational text 
and answer questions to demonstrate their comprehension. Question types may ask that 
students identify key features of the text, whether given statements are true or false, to 
sequence events, or other skills related to reading informational texts. Teachers use MAP 
tests as formative indicators of student reading progress throughout the school year.   
Reading history. To get a sense of students’ comics reading history, the Visual 
Language Fluency Index (VLFI; Cohn, 2014) was administered.  In this survey (see 
Appendix A), students were presented Likert-style scales with four multi-part questions 
in which they self-reported how often and how well they read different kinds of visual 
literature (e.g., comic strips, comic books, graphic novels, Manga). I provided students 
with examples of each kind of literature to increase the validity of their responses. The 
survey also considered student experience with drawing, albeit to a lesser degree. Cohn 
(2014) states that the survey “seeks to provide a quantitative measurement for assessing 
the fluency related to ‘comic reading expertise’ for experimental participants in studies 
involved in all aspects of visual language comprehension” (para 2).  The highest possible 





Low fluency = scores below 8 
Average fluency = scores from 10-19 
High fluency = scores above 20 
Cohn also noted that the scale is weighted toward comprehension since most 
readers do not draw comics. Other cognitive studies have confirmed the validity of this 
metric to be a strong predictor of comic comprehension (Cohn et al., 2012). However, the 
instrument has mostly been used with college-aged students (Cohn & Bender, 2017; 
Cohn & Kutas, 2017; Cohn & Wittenburg, 2015), so caution should be applied when 
interpreting results from the current study.   
Prior knowledge. To measure students’ prior knowledge about the topic of bats, 
they were administered a factual knowledge pretest. The pretest had seven questions, 
developed by the researcher, that related to the information included in the stimulus (see 
Appendix B). The information available from the book included 20 idea units total 
(maximum score = 100).     
Learning Measures 
Factual knowledge learning outcomes. The same seven questions that were 
administered at pretest were administered as a posttest (maximum score = 100).  
Eye Tracking Measures 
 The purpose of this study was to better understand DHH students’ cognitive 
processing while reading visual and verbal information in a science comic. To describe 




integrating words and pictures. I collected basic temporal measures of eye fixations (e.g., 
first-pass time and total visit duration on words or pictures), because there is so little 
evidence for these observations in the literature. In addition, I investigated readers’ shifts 
between related words and pictures, as this viewing behavior demonstrates a reader’s 
potential attempts to integrate representations (Hyönä, 2010; Mason, Tornatora, Pluchino, 
2013). Table 1 provides more information about these measures (Holmqvist et al., 2011).  
First-pass time on words (and pictures). The first measures listed in Table 1 
describe a reader’s immediate interactions with words and pictures. These measures 
provide information about the total fixation time that a reader spent from when they first 
entered a word segment AOI (or a picture AOI) until exiting.   
Integrative transitions. This measure counts the number of times that the reader 
shifts gaze from a picture AOI to a related word AOI, or from a word AOI to a related 
picture AOI.  
 Total visit duration on words (and pictures). Total visit duration calculates the 
sum of all activity that occurs within an AOI. This includes if a reader returns to the AOI 
after exiting the first time. This metric provides information about the length of time 
readers spend attending to either words or pictures. 
Eye Tracking Equipment 
Eye tracking is a powerful method for investigating multimedia reading 
processes, but it comes with some potential issues. I considered these issues and 




Table 1. Eye tracking measures  
 
Name Description Process 
First-pass time 
on words 
Total fixation time in word AOIs from first time 





Total fixation time in picture AOIs from first 





Total count of eye movement transitions from 
word AOI to picture AOI and/or picture AOI to 
word AOI. 
Potential attempts to 





Total amount of time spent inside word AOIs 
from onset of reading until task completion. 
Entirety of visual 





Total amount of time spent inside picture AOIs 
from onset of reading until task completion. 
Entirety of visual 




The apparatus. Eye trackers are unfamiliar for most individuals, and the 
procedures for interacting with the technology can feel awkward. Luckily, modern eye 
trackers are small and unobtrusive. This study employed a portable Tobii X2-60 Eye 
Tracker (Tobii, Stockholm, Sweden) in the authentic school context. The apparatus was a 
rectangular device that sat just below the laptop screen. No head mounts or chin rests 




every 16.67 milliseconds. With each participant, I explained how the eye tracker works 
and answered any questions prior to starting the reading task.  
 During the reading task. While engaged in an eye tracking task, it is important 
that readers’ eyes remain on the screen as much as possible to maintain calibration. As I 
found out during a pilot study, one potential issue in eye tracking with DHH participants 
is that communication must be very strategically prepared. The participant should also be 
informed and comfortable with eye tracking procedures prior to calibration. After that 
point in the procedures, providing instructions in ASL is difficult to accomplish because 
if the participant turns away from the screen to look at the researcher, their calibration 
may be compromised. To mitigate these issues, I provided very clear and systematic 
instructions that informed the participant exactly what they needed to know so that their 
eyes could remain on the screen once calibrated. Further details about these plans are in 
the procedures below. 
Cued Retrospective Reporting 
 Cued retrospective reporting is a way of validating and strengthening the 
conclusions drawn from objective eye tracking data. This embedded component makes 
the participant an informant on their own processes (Brenna, 2012), adding a powerful 
emic component to an otherwise quantitative design.   
Procedure 
Following IRB approval, I contacted the principal and teachers to discuss the 




consent and student assent forms were secured, I collected demographic data and fall 
MAP reading scores.  
Session one. In a distraction-free room, I met with students individually to administer the 
VLFI and the factual knowledge pretest. While completing the VLFI, I showed an example 
of each type of media to ensure that students’ self-reporting of their reading history and 
interests was accurate. For the factual knowledge pretest, I pre-recorded each question in 
ASL with accompanied English subtitles to ensure standardized administration (see Figure 
4 for an example of this presentation layout). A native, fluent signer reviewed the 










To ensure that students’ knowledge was assessed and not their literacy skills, I 
video recorded their responses to the factual knowledge pretest in students’ preferred 
language and communication style. This session took approximately 10-15 minutes per 
student. Data collection with student participants for sessions 1 and 2 took place on 
separate days except for two student participants for whom both sessions were completed 
on the same day due to complications with student absences, school events, and 
scheduling the use of the remote eye tracker. 
Session two. In a distraction-free environment in the school setting, I met with 
each student individually. First, I showed the student the comic (only the front cover) and 
explained that they would read four pages from the book on the computer screen. I 
explained the process for calibrating their eyes to the tracker, and other instructions for 
ensuring a good recording of their reading. The student sat comfortably and when 
prompted by the Tobii Studio Software, moved to an ideal distance from the computer 
screen. Then the student’s eyes were calibrated using the 9-point procedure. To reduce 
the need for the student to turn their head after calibration to receive additional 
instructions via ASL, I prepared a short, subtitled video clip that told students they were 
about to read a few pages about bats. I reminded them not to turn their head while 
reading, and encouraged them to read for enjoyment and learning, not for speed. Finally, 
I told them to click the mouse when they were ready to turn the page. Preparing the same 
statement for each participant in a systematic way ensured that participants were aware of 




(2005), when readers are task-oriented, they are more engaged with relevant information 
in the text, bringing more validity to the eye-mind hypothesis (Just & Carpenter, 1980).  
 Once the student finished reading the four-page stimulus, we engaged in cued 
retrospective reporting. Researchers advise that retrospective reporting must be initiated 
immediately after the task so that the participant can still draw from their short-term 
memory when thinking aloud (Patrick & James, 2004). 
 I showed students the first portion of their gaze replay when they were watching my 
instructions so that I could explain what they were looking at. I paused the video (see 
Figure 5 for reference), pointed to the red bubble, and explained that this indicated where 
their eyes were fixating, and if the red bubble grew in size (Figure 6), that meant that they 
were fixating for a longer period of time. I also pointed to the red line and explained that 
this indicated that their eyes were moving from one fixation to the next. 
I gave the same explanation to each reader and ensured that they understood 
before moving on. Finally, I explained that I would ask them some questions while we 
watched their gaze replay so that I could better understand their reading process. 
However, I did explain the viewing behaviors I would be focusing on because this might 
influence their responses (Hilden & Pressley, 2011). I played the student’s gaze replay at 
half speed with their viewing behavior superimposed onto the text (de Koning et al., 
2010). At frequent intervals, such as at the end of a topic section, or if an instance of long 
fixation, regressive eye movements, or integrative transitions between AOIs occurred, I 
paused the video to cue a student response. With neutral cadence, I asked, “what is 















remember what you were thinking?” If the student responded, “no,” I moved on. The 
student’s expressions (signed and/or spoken) were video recorded for analysis.  
Finally, I administered the factual knowledge posttest questions using the same 
video that was played during the first session. The entirety of session two was captured in 
a video recording for later analysis. A camera was used in lieu of Tobii Studio to ensure 
that the eye tracker laptop, the participant, and I were captured within the camera frame. 
This session took approximately 30-40 minutes per student.  
This study used statistical analysis of eye tracking data and student assessments to 
answer research questions 1 and 2. Research question 3 was answered through qualitative 
thematic analysis of the cued retrospective reporting. Exploratory in nature, this study 
followed a pragmatic approach to data collection and analysis (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 
2004). Quantitative and qualitative data were collected at the same stage, following a 
nested concurrent design (Creswell et al., 2003). Data were integrated at the analysis and 
interpretation stages, with qualitative data attempting to explain and expand on 
quantitative results (Fetters et al., 2013). The next section describes the analysis 
procedures of the quantitative and qualitative data. 
Analysis of the Data 
Eye Tracking Data  
 The eye tracking data were inspected using the Tobii Studio Software. According 
to Holmqvist et al. (2011), the first thing to do after data collection is to get to know the 




eye tracker’s ability to detect one or two eyes, respectively) were reviewed as a first 
indication of how well participants’ eyes maintained calibration during the reading task. 
Gaze sample percentages ranged from 77%-100% (M=92.65%) and weighted gaze 
sample percentages ranged from 62%-100% (M=87.65). These percentages were only 
used as an initial guide, however, because a lower percentage does not always indicate 
poor quality. Even the act of blinking while reading can reduce the overall percentage by 
5-10% (Holmqvist et al., 2011; Tobii Pro, 2016). Next, I inspected the gaze replay and 
scan path for each participant. The gaze replay is the actual recording of the reader’s gaze 
in motion, and the scan path displays each fixation and saccade, numbered and plotted as 
an overlay on the stimulus. I focused on clips of the gaze replay and areas of the scan 
path when students were reading target factual information to see if fixations and 
saccades were spatially accurate and consistent. If gaze data were off the page (missing) 
or fixations were offset, for example, in the margin of the page instead of on words or 
pictures, that participant’s recording was not accurate enough for inclusion in analysis 
(Holmqvist et al., 2011). Unlike other reading studies employing eye tracking methods, 
this study was more robust to issues of accuracy because the analysis focused on areas of 
text or pictures rather than individual words or letters. However, for one participant, 
successful eye calibration was only possible when he intentionally opened his eyes wider 
than his natural gaze. While reading, his eye lids and lashes reverted back to a natural 
position, which may have caused an obstructed view of his corneas (Holmqvist et al., 
2011). For another participant, initial calibration was successful, but review of his gaze 




Depending on the aims of the eye tracking study, it is common to remove 5% of data 
from a sample if participants are not screened for favorable characteristics (such as 
upward eyelashes) beforehand (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Once this inspection was 
complete, the analysis of data for the remaining 17 participants began. 
Factual Areas of Interest 
 The four pages of the reading stimulus contained limitless opportunities for 
analysis; however, it was critical to keep my research questions in the forefront of my 
mind throughout analysis. Although the eye tracker automatically captures and records 
participant eye movements, the data are meaningless until the researcher manually 
defines areas of interest (AOIs) in the eye tracking software. This is done by identifying 
relevant areas of the stimulus that relate to the research questions, designing and labeling 
shapes for these areas (overlaid on the reading stimulus), then accessing the fixation and 
saccade data that fall within those defined shapes. This study was primarily concerned 
with how participants read and learn from nonfiction comics, so although I was interested 
in how students interacted with the narrative content, I focused on areas of factual 
information on screens 1 and 2 to answer the research questions.  
 Defining AOIs. The comic panels containing factual information were divided 
into related word and picture AOIs (see Figures 7 and 8). These AOIs were defined as 
related if the content meaning of one directly corresponded to the other. McCloud (1994) 
calls this relationship “duo-specific” because the words and pictures are sending 






















pictorial information was highlighted in purple. The questions on the pre/posttest 
instrument came directly from the verbal and pictorial information within these panels. 
Statistical Analysis for Research Questions 1 and 2  
 Research question 1 focused on whether students’ viewing behavior related to 
their learner characteristics. Learner characteristics included a) traditional reading 
comprehension, as measured by the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) - Reading: 
Informational Text assessment; b) reading history, as measured by the Visual Language 
Fluency Index scores; and c) prior knowledge, as measured by the factual knowledge 
pretest. Fall MAP reading scores were retrieved from students’ academic files. The 
completed VLFI surveys were calculated into scores using Cohn’s (2014) equation. 
Factual knowledge pretests were scored by watching the video recordings of student 
responses to the pretest questions and comparing with possible idea units 
(see appendix B). If any student expression was unclear during scoring, a visit to the 
school site and member checking with the student was employed.  
 The eye tracking measures used to analyze viewing behavior included first-pass 
time, integrative transitions, and total visit durations. These measures highlighted 
participants’ initial processing of words and pictures in the reading stimulus, their 
potential attempts to integrate related word and picture representations, and the entirety 
of their visual attention given to words and pictures, respectively (see Table 1 for 
definitions). The Tobii Studio software produced the data output for Total Visit Duration 




provide metrics for first-pass time analysis, nor does the software calculate the number of 
transitions between related word and picture AOIs. To address these variables, raw data 
were extracted from the software for manual analysis. The fixation index function in the 
Tobii Studio software provides a data spreadsheet that organizes each word and picture 
AOI into a separate column. I highlighted word AOI columns yellow, and picture AOI 
columns purple for ease of identification. Within an AOI column, each cell represents a 
potential fixation “hit.” If the participant fixated anywhere within a given AOI during the 
reading task, this was represented in the AOI’s column by a number 1 appearing in the 
cell(s). I highlighted each of these cells green to differentiate from non-hits. On the left 
hand side of the spreadsheet, each fixation hit corresponds to a fixation duration in 
seconds. Thus, a reader’s temporal and spatial viewing behavior was displayed in a visual 
way that also provided quantitative output for analysis. I constantly compared the fixation 
indices with the participants’ gaze plots to ensure that the variable being measured was 
accurately captured by the eye tracking output. The first-pass time on words was 
calculated by summing the duration of all fixations within the first pass of entering and 
exiting each word AOI. If the participant returned to the same word AOI for further 
inspection, these fixation durations were not included. The same steps were taken for 
calculating the first-pass time on pictures.  
 Research question 2 focused on readers’ integrative transitions between verbal 
and visual information, and how they relate to learning outcomes. To help me visually 
identify relationships and transitions across fixation hits, I organized the AOI columns 




with fixation hits to identify instances of integrative transitions across AOIs. If the 
fixation involved a transition from a word AOI to a related picture AOI, or a picture AOI 
to a related word AOI, both were highlighted red. Figure 9 shows an example of 
Reader10’s viewing behavior on reading stimulus: Screen 1. As is evident by the location 
of green and red fixation hits, this participant largely disregarded the pictures on the page 
and made one transition from a word AOI to a related picture AOI. Figure 10 shows this 
reader’s gaze plot, which is the same data visually displayed on the stimulus. From the 
perspective of the gaze plot, it is evident that the one quick transition from words to a 
related picture falls just barely inside the perimeter of the defined AOI. In contrast, 
Reader7’s viewing behavior (Figure 11) indicates several transitions between related 
visual and verbal content. The gaze plot (Figure 12) illustrates Reader7’s attentional 
shifts from related word and picture AOIs. Transitions between related word and picture 
AOIs across reading stimulus screens 1 and 2 were totaled for analysis. 
 Research question 1 asked, what statistical relationships exist between DHH 
students’ learner characteristics and viewing behavior while reading a science comic? 
Analysis began with investigating any bivariate relationships between learner 
characteristics and viewing behavior. A zero-order correlation was run using SPSS 
version 26. Any significant relationships were further analyzed using linear regression. 
Then, multiple linear regression was employed to predict the value of criterion variables 
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Figure 11. Reader7’s fixation index for reading stimulus: Screen 1 (cropped). 
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 Research question 2 asked, how do readers’ integrative transitions between verbal 
and visual information in a science comic relate to learning outcomes of science ideas? 
The first necessary decision was how to calculate and thus, define the dependent variable 
of factual knowledge learning outcomes. This debate is common among researchers in 
the social sciences field, as there are many instances of pre-post designs that investigate 
how a treatment predicts change (Glymour et al., 2005). The decision for which statistical 
test to use must be based on the priorities of the study, as detailed in research questions 
(Allison, 1990). One option was the change score method, which considers the criterion 
variable to be the difference of posttest and pretest scores, and then regresses that 
variable on the predictor variable. The other option was the regressor variable method, 
which is the comparison of pre and posttest scores while controlling for pretest results 
(pretest scores act as a covariate; Allison, 1990). The debate over these methods stems 
from Lord’s Paradox, in which Lord (1967) demonstrated that results can vary depending 
on whether the researcher controls for pretest differences or not. Statisticians have 
cautioned against using the change score method because of the common phenomenon of 
regression toward the mean (RTM; Cook & Campbell, 1979). RTM could be identified 
by a significantly negative correlation between change scores and pretest scores because 
that would indicate that students with lower pretest scores made larger gains than 
students with higher pretest scores (Marsden & Torgerson, 2012). In the current study, 
pretest scores and change scores did have an inverse relationship, which suggests an 
influence of RTM; however, the relationship was not significant (r = -.07, p = .78).  On 




covariate, often inflates the regression coefficient prediction because of high correlation 
between pre and posttest scores (Glymour et al., 2005; Vickers & Altman, 2001). In the 
current study, pretest and posttest results were significantly correlated (r = .59, p < .01). 
Holland and Rubin (1983) opine that either method is appropriate when solely making 
descriptive, rather than causal statements. The regressor variable method is more of a 
focus on change across group means while the change score method treats participants as 
individuals (Allison, 1990). With the absence of a control group, no group comparisons 
or causal conclusions can be drawn from the present study. With these considerations and 
the results from the above preliminary analyses, the change score method was chosen to 
explore the relationship between integrative transitions and factual knowledge learning 
outcomes. A simple linear regression was calculated to investigate the relationship 
between integrative transitions and factual knowledge learning outcomes. 
Cued Retrospective Reporting Data 
 My lens for analysis. This study used a pragmatic approach to exploring novel 
phenomena through a concurrent nested design (Creswell et al., 2003; Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Quantitative eye tracking data collection was the more dominant 
method guiding this study; however, qualitative data added considerable validity to 
interpreting the quantitative findings because students were primary informants on the 
behaviors I studied (Brenna, 2012). I analyzed the qualitative data through an 
exploratory, interpretive lens (Flick, 2014; Saldana, 2013). It was crucial that I allowed 




discovery. From the etic perspective of researcher, I could not enter into analysis already 
knowing or having decided what themes I would find at the end of this journey. From my 
review of the literature, I began with general assumptions of what I might find, and then 
allowed my interpretive interactions with the data to inform me.  
 Pre-existing understandings, drawn from reviews of the literature and the theory 
of multimedia, influenced the design and methods of this study. My experiences with 
students during data collection shaped new understandings of how they interact with 
multimedia resources. This insight and constant referral to the interpretive cycle (Ezzy, 
2002; see Figure 13) is one way that I attempted to remain reflexive during analysis 
procedures. Students’ interpretation of their thinking and reading process is their reality, 




Figure 13. The Interpretive Cycle. Reprinted from Quantitative analysis: Practice and innovation (p. 6), by 





Qualitative Analysis for Research Question 3 
Question 3 focused on how participants’ self-reporting described their multimedia 
reading processes. In the current study, the purpose of qualitative data, a secondary 
method, was to expand on results from quantitative analysis (Fetters et al., 2013). Results 
from quantitative analysis were used as a catalyst in guiding the integration of qualitative 
data. This pragmatic approach to data integration at the analysis and interpretation stages 
weaves together the results of all three questions to ultimately answer the main research 
question, how do DHH students read and learn from multimedia science texts?  
Students’ video recordings from retrospective cued reporting were analyzed using 
an open source software called ELAN. ELAN has a tier-based structure that allows the 
researcher to annotate time-based media. Instead of transcribing the qualitative data into 
written English and analyzing the interpreted transcription, I used ELAN’s tier system to 
annotate and code the ASL expressions. To analyze and interpret meaning from the 
students’ expressions with validity, it was important that the first phase of coding 
“stay[ed] closely to the data” (van Nes et al., 2010, p. 314).  
This study relied on students’ ability to express their thinking and decision 
making while reading. This kind of reporting requires a certain amount of metacognitive 
awareness from students, or, thinking about their thinking. Some researchers have found 
that DHH students are capable of thinking aloud about their reading processes through 
verbal reports (Schirmer, 2003; Schirmer et al., 2004) and some have reported difficulty 
with this method, even with explicit modeling and practice (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013). 




report their thinking and reading processes (Oster, 2001); however, “explaining thinking 
aloud by modeling with a short text can send the message to ‘do as I do’” (Hilden & 
Pressley, 2011, p. 436). As the purpose of this study was not to support student 
development of metacognitive skills, the procedures relied on students’ pre-existing 
ability to express their thoughts. 15 students were able to engage in cued retrospective 
reporting, while 2 either ignored cues to express thoughts, or replied “I don’t know” 
when cued.     
The coding process. The video recordings were analyzed using thematic analysis 
(Boyatzis, 1998) through open and axial coding (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Boyatzis 
(1998) described thematic analysis as a “way of seeing” (p. 1). If thematic analysis is a 
way of seeing, then coding is a way of “seeing as” (p. 4). I began with open coding and 
focused on student expressions that helped explain the significant findings of Questions 1 
and 2.  
I watched the gaze replay interviews with students using ELAN and created a tier 
for annotating initial codes. Segments of the recording were highlighted and annotated 
when moments of significance were identified (Boyatzis, 1998). A moment of 
significance was defined by the student’s ability to confirm what they were doing or 
thinking in relation to their viewing behavior. Expressions that were not related to 
viewing behavior were not coded for analysis in this study. For example, comments such 
as “cool!” “weird,” or “I did not look up there!” were reactions to watching the gaze 




While I was coding the data, I engaged in constant comparisons (Corbin & 
Strauss, 1990). I went back and forth between the codes and the recordings to make sure I 
remained consistent in how I coded the students’ expressions. I watched participants’ 
recordings numerous times. This was especially helpful during the transition from open 
coding to axial coding.  
In axial coding, “categories are related to their subcategories, and the 
relationships tested against data” (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p. 13). Using constant 
comparisons, I looked at all the codes that I had generated and re-examined their origins 
in the recordings. From these relationships, I was able to collapse the codes into broader 
themes. As there is no written form of American Sign Language, student quotations, used 
to illustrate themes, are approximate translations. Once thematic analysis was complete, I 
arranged to meet with students at the school site for member checking. I showed students 
clips of their original recording paired with translated quotations to ensure that the 
interpretation and intent were portrayed accurately. We discussed the clip to ensure that I 
understood their intended meaning. If the student did not feel that my translation was 
quite right, we co-constructed a revised English quotation. The majority of times, the 
student confirmed that the translated annotation fit their video clip. A couple of times, the 
student requested to view the clip a couple of times before confirming. At this point in 
analysis, I had viewed the videos many times during the coding process, but this was the 
first time students saw themselves signing these expressions, so it was important that I 
rewind the recording to a point before the selected clip in order to provide the student 




establishing credibility” advised Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 314). This is especially true 
when translating and interpreting meaning from one language, which has no 
corresponding written form into second language, which does. Considering the 
longstanding hegemonic structure that the majority culture and language has had over 
Deaf populations, the transcription process cannot be downplayed or carried out 










 This study took a pragmatic approach to answering the question, how do DHH 
students read and learn from multimedia science texts? Quantitative and qualitative data 
were collected at the same stage, following a nested concurrent design (Creswell et al., 
2003). Then, data were integrated at the analysis stage, with qualitative data attempting to 
explain and expand on quantitative results (Fetters et al., 2013). This chapter presents the 
results from those analyses.  
Question 1 
Question 1 investigated whether DHH students’ learner characteristics related to 
their viewing behavior. To answer this question, the MAP reading comprehension 
assessment scores, the VLFI assessment scores, the factual knowledge pretest scores, and 
eye tracking indices were entered into SPSS Statistics version 26 for analysis. 
Assumptions for linear regression were evaluated for each variable. Histograms, Q-Q-
Plots, skewness and kurtosis, and the Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that there was variance 
and skewness in two of the criterion variables: total visit duration on pictures and first-
pass time on words.  A square-root transformation was applied to these variables which 
provided normal, linear distributions. Transformations are common with eye tracking 
research due to large variances in the data samples (Bilal & Gwizdka, 2016; Mason et al., 
2015). Applying a square-root transformation is appropriate for count variables 




analyses. Means and standard deviations for all eye tracking data and learner 
characteristics are reported in Table 2. Based on inconsistent responses during 
administration, it was determined that one participant did not fully understand the VLFI 
assessment, resulting in an n of 16 for this variable.  
 
Table 2. Means and standard deviations of criterion and predictor variables  
 
Criterion variables: Eye tracking measures  
Index M SD n 
First pass time on…    
Words  26.64 30.69 17 
Pictures  2.08 .90 17 
Integrative transitions (count) 15.06 11.10 17 
Total visit duration on…    
Words  62.86 32.24 17 
Pictures  13.98 15.79 17 
 
Predictor variables: Learner characteristics 
 
Variable (score) M SD n 
MAP Reading: Informational  196.94 16.59 17 
VLFI 15.40 5.24 16 
Factual Knowledge Pretest 24.41 14.67 17 
 
Note. Durations are in seconds 
 
 
Linear regression was used to determine if any significant relationships existed 




pictures, integrative transitions, total visit duration on words, and total visit duration on 
pictures) and predictor variables of reading comprehension, reading history, and 
 prior knowledge. 
Correlation Results Between Criterion and Predictor Variables 
 To get a sense of any potential bivariate relationships, a zero-order correlation 
was run on criterion variables and predictor variables (see Table 3). Only one significant 
correlation emerged between traditional reading comprehension and integrative 
transitions (r = 4.89, p < .05). Greater reading comprehension skills for traditional 
informational texts (as measured by the MAP reading assessment) had a significant, 
positive relationship with integrative transitions between word and picture AOIs. This 
relationship is helpful to know, because it associates traditional reading skills with a 
viewing behavior of interest in this study. 
Regression Results Between Criterion and Predictor Variables  
 A simple linear regression was performed to see if the score value of the MAP 
assessment could help predict the count value of transitions. The results of the regression 
suggested that MAP scores explained 19% of the variance; adjusted R² = .19, F(1, 15) = 
4.69, p < .05. Students’ traditional reading comprehension for nonfiction texts 
significantly predicted the number of integrative transitions they made while reading the 
target stimulus. As MAP scores increase by a value of 1, integrative transitions increased 





Table 3. Zero-order correlations between eye tracking indices and learner characteristics 
 
Criterion variables Predictor variables: Learner characteristics 
Index Prior knowledge Reading comp Reading history 
First pass fixation time on…    
Words .148 -.182 .042 
Pictures -.064 .127 .275 
Transitions -.071 .488* .043 
Total visit duration on…    
Words -.074 -.060 .173 
Pictures -.080 .401 .093 
 















95.0% Confidence Interval for B 
B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 (Constant) -47.523 28.991  -1.639 .122 -109.315 14.269 
MAP - Info  .317 .147 .488 2.166 .047 .005 .630 
a. Dependent Variable: Integrative transitions 
 
  
 To predict the value of the criterion variables based on the values of all three 
predictor variables, multiple linear regression was employed. Given participants’ learner 




12) = .83, p = .50, first-pass time on pictures F(3, 12) = .33, p = .80, integrative 
transitions F(3, 12) = 2.45, p = .11, total visit duration on words F(3, 12) = .20, p = .90, 
nor for total visit duration on pictures F(3, 12) = 1.46, p = .28.  
Question 2 
Question 2 investigated the relationship of integrative transitions between related 
words and pictures (predictor variable) and factual knowledge learning outcomes 
(criterion variable).  
The results of the regression suggested that integrative transitions between related 
word and picture AOIs explained 31% of the variance; adjusted R² = .31, F(1, 15) = 8.15, 
p = .01. Integrative transitions between related word and picture AOIs significantly 
predicted factual knowledge learning outcomes. Participants’ predicted learning outcome 
scores increase .98 points for each additional transition. The coefficients table is 
displayed in Table 5.  
 
 








95.0% Confidence Interval for B 
B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 (Constant) 5.789 6.372  .909 .378 -7.793 19.372 
Integrative 
transitions 
.983 .344 .593 2.855 .012 .249 1.716 





Question 3  
Question 3 focused on how participants’ self-reporting described their multimedia 
reading processes. In the current study, the qualitative data were integrated with 
quantitative data at the analysis stage by expanding on the results from quantitative 
analysis (Fetters et al., 2013). Quantitative results indicated that students’ transitions 
between related word and picture AOIs were significantly related to factual knowledge 
learning outcomes. These results were used as a catalyst in guiding the analysis and 
results from qualitative data and helped define the moments of significance that were 
coded for qualitative analysis. 
 Students’ retrospective reporting was analyzed using thematic analysis. Table 6 
displays the themes from analysis with corresponding codes.  Lead by the question, how 
do participants’ self-reporting describe their multimedia reading processes, related codes 
were collapsed into the following themes: repairing, connecting representations, passive 
transitions, and connecting to self. These diverse themes offer context and help to 
interpret quantitative findings.  
Repairing 
  The greatest number of student comments were coded under the theme of 
repairing. These were instances in which students toggled between words and pictures to 
repair or clarify their understanding of a concept. Students used pictures to resolve 





Table 6. Codes and themes from thematic analysis 
Themes Codes 










Passive transitions Peripheral reference 
 





don't have feathers so I'm trying to understand how it works. So I looked here, then there, 
then back.” Students also used pictorial representations to better understand what the 
words were expressing: “I looked at this picture on the right and tried to figure out how 
the bat got into the hanging position” or if the words were challenging: “If I read it again 
and again, look [at the picture]...oh I understand.” These moments of resolving 
uncertainty or clarifying meaning in one representation by looking to another are what 
triggered attentional shifts.  
Connecting Representations 
 Students’ reporting showed that they were intentional when actively connecting 




these expressions demonstrated students’ deliberate strategy to integrate words and 
pictures. One student shared, “If there is a paragraph, I'll read, then I just look at the 
picture, then back up at the text, then back to the picture. From what the word says, I take 
something. From the picture, I take something, then go back and forth between them.” 
This comment shows equal value placed on both representations, and that the reader 
attended to both resources intentionally during the reading process. The picture AOIs 
were sometimes used as a tool to explain the word AOIs in a visual way. One reader 
described a transition as “analyzing the picture to see the connection with the words to 
learn about bats.” Readers also exploited pictures as a way to expand on what they had 
read. “I like to look and then read, and then intentionally look at the picture more to give 
me more ideas.” The cognitive theory of multimedia learning posits that the crucial 
element to reading and learning from multimedia texts is that the reader cognitively 
integrates words and pictures to form a mental model (Arndt et al., 2015; Mayer, 2014; 
Schnotz, 2014). Another way that students worked to build a mental model was storing 
pictorial information. “I look back again and again to memorize what I’m seeing. Put it in 
the back of my mind,” said one reader. “When [the words] say how bats fly, I look down 
at the pictures so I can remember, then I go back up to reading,” explained another. In 
both repairing and connecting representations, readers appeared to use words and pictures 




Passive Transitions  
 Interestingly, several comments were assigned the same code, but did not seem to 
relate to other codes within the three other themes. This lone code, peripheral reference, 
was intriguing because it appeared in reports from readers who had high counts of 
integrative transitions, as well as reports from readers who had lower counts of 
transitions. These comments explained instances of quick scans through pictures, or the 
absence of detected transitions to related pictures. One reader said, “I saw the picture at 
the same time as the words.” Another explained, “I can see it in an instant and it sticks in 
my mind.” Researchers are certain that new information is not taken in or processed 
during saccades (van Gog & Jarodzka, 2013) because the eyes are moving so fast that 
“only a blur would be perceived” (Rayner, 1998, p. 373). Although looking at a stimulus 
involves the use of a wide visual field, the human eye has very poor acuity, and uses a 
narrow perceptual spotlight to fixate on selected resources (Wong & Bartels, 2014). That 
said, Bélanger, Mayberry, and Rayner (2012) conducted an eye tracking study from 
which they determined that deaf signers had a larger perceptual span while reading 
compared to hearing peers, regardless of reading skill. According to Wong and Bartels 
(2014), at the inner edge of the peripheral zone, readers can still detect gross details and 
shapes. It is possible that readers in this study intentionally took in pictorial information 
from their peripheral zone, and it is also possible that their cultural background supported 




While reading, I can see a few pictures just below. But just... not stare. I look and 
review quickly – it saves me time. I don't need to study the pictures intensely, just 
quickly scan. You know, that's a Deaf culture skill.  
Connecting to Self  
 Finally, during the retrospective reporting, readers made references to themselves 
while explaining their reading process. This came in the form of explaining certain gaze 
proclivities or personal opinions and aspects of themselves as readers. One reader said 
that she made quick transitions because “I read too fast.” In response to being cued about 
a transition, another reader explained, “I think because I’m not very good at English. So I 
read...and I can understand, but I read, look at the picture, then back to read to make sure 
it’s clear before I continue.” The second sentence of this expression was coded as 
regressive reviewing, but it was notable that the explanation for a regressive review 
included this self-critique. Another reader attributed his integrative transitions to past 
academic experiences: “In elementary, many times, I failed tests because I didn’t review. 
Later, I started reviewing a lot more.” This comment demonstrated an application of 
traditional reading strategies to multimedia reading.  
Summary of Results 
 Research questions 1 and 2, offering a quantitative perspective on learner 
characteristics, viewing behavior, and learning outcomes, highlighted integrative 




between traditional reading comprehension and the amount of times that students 
transitioned between related words and pictures, as well as this variable’s ability to 
predict multimedia learning outcomes. Research question 3 offered a qualitative 
perspective on these results, as students were able to describe and explain this viewing 
behavior. Thematic analysis of student expressions presented a way to frame the ways in 
which students understand their multimedia reading process. This mixed methods study 
was designed with practical consequences and classroom application in mind. A core 
tenet of pragmatism, quantitative and qualitative data were collected and analyzed as a 





CHAPTER FIVE  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 At every step of the process (before during and after data collection), I reminded 
myself of the purpose of this study. Research on DHH interactions with multimedia texts 
has demonstrated positive outcomes for DHH students (Diebold & Waldron, 1988; 
Gentry et al., 2005; Nikolaraizi et al., 2013; Reynolds & Rosen, 1973; Smetana et al., 
2009), albeit limited in quantity and approach. To date, there has been only one eye 
tracking study that focused on the processes of DHH students reading a multimedia text; 
however, there are currently no available studies that analyze the cognitive reading 
processes of DHH student interactions with comics. The purpose of this mixed methods 
study was to investigate the viewing behavior of DHH students as they read a science 
comic, and whether certain learner characteristics played a role in their reading 
experience and learning outcomes. 
 The mixed methods framework developed by Greene and colleagues (1989) was 
influential in establishing a rationale for combining quantitative and qualitative methods 
in this study. The integration of these data conveyed a) triangulation: eye tracking and 
assessment data were corroborated with the cued retrospective reporting data to aid in 
interpreting the results; b) complementarity: results from one method provided 
elaboration on results from the other; and c) expansion: diverse methods were employed 
to explore various etic and emic components of inquiry (Greene et al., 1989, p. 259). In 
this mixed methods study, data were first analyzed using the common techniques specific 




statistical analyses, then cued retrospective reporting data was integrated through 
thematic analysis to explain and expand on quantitative findings (Fetters et al., 2013). 
Integration of quantitative and qualitative data was utilized to answer the main research 
question, how do DHH students read and learn from multimedia science texts? 
 Correlation and regression analysis of viewing behavior and learner 
characteristics found only one significant positive relationship between traditional 
reading comprehension and integrative transitions. No other learner characteristics were 
found to be significant predictors of viewing behavior. Regression analysis revealed that 
the amount of integrative transitions between related words and pictures significantly 
predicted participants’ factual knowledge learning outcomes. These integrative shifts in 
attention were further explained by readers’ retrospective verbal reports of their thinking. 
Students’ descriptions of their reading processes were interpreted into the following 
themes: repairing, connecting representations, passive transitions, and connecting to self.  
Discussion of the Results 
Learner Characteristics and Viewing Behavior  
 In investigating the possible relationships between learner characteristics and 
viewing behavior, quantitative analysis revealed that greater reading comprehension 
skills for traditional informational texts (as measured by the MAP reading assessment) 
had a significant, positive relationship with integrative transitions between related word 
and picture AOIs. It is possible that students used traditional reading comprehension 




regressed to previous AOIs because he learned that reviewing is important for 
comprehension. While the relationship between reading comprehension and integrative 
transitions was significant, MAP scores could only account for 19% of the variance in the 
regression model. Past multimedia eye tracking studies have not found this same 
relationship. Reading comprehension ability was found to correlate negatively with first-
pass time on word AOIs (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013), suggesting that 
comprehension difficulties in reading amounts to longer fixation time on word AOIs 
(Rayner et al., 2006). No significant relationship between reading comprehension and 
first pass fixation duration or total visit duration on words was found in the current study. 
In previous research, prior knowledge has correlated significantly with integrative 
transitions (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013). In the current study, no significant 
relationships were found between prior knowledge and viewing behavior measures. 
Research on graphic novel reading has shown that expert graphic novel readers make 
deliberate, strategic decisions to support their comprehension while reading (Jiménez & 
Meyer, 2016). In this study, the Visual Language Fluency Index was used to measure 
students’ comic reading history. Students’ VLFI scores did not significantly correlate 
with any viewing behavior. As this was the first time this instrument was used with 
younger participants, more research is needed to determine if it is a reliable measure of 




Integrative Transitions and Learning Outcomes 
 The cognitive theory of multimedia learning guided the design and 
implementation of this study. According to this theory, related words and pictures support 
a reader’s process by providing meaning in qualitatively different ways. Readers learn 
best from this text type by cognitively integrating related words and pictures to form a 
mental model (Arndt et al., 2015; Mayer, 2014; Schnotz, 2014). Research investigating 
this theory with eye tracking and multimedia science texts has consistently demonstrated 
that integrative transitions between words and pictures are a strong predictor of learning 
outcomes, whether students take a factual knowledge posttest immediately, or delayed 
(Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013). Integrative transitions were also found to be a 
significant predictor of deeper conceptual learning, as displayed by outcomes of 
assessments on transfer, which require students to apply new knowledge to novel 
scenarios (Mason et al., 2015).  
 With eight deaf students aged 8-12, Nikolaraizi and colleagues found that students 
attended to both word and picture AOIs during multimedia reading; however, they did 
not seek out relevant information, and made few integrative transitions. The researchers 
concluded that these students had not yet developed intentional strategies for reading this 
text type. In the current study with DHH students aged 12-18, the amount of integrative 
transitions students made were normally distributed across participants. Statistical 
analysis found that integrative transitions between related word and picture AOIs 




 Holsanova (2014) warned that these statistical outcomes should be interpreted 
cautiously, because integrative transitions may indicate a reader’s attempt to integrate 
information from words and pictures, a success in integrating the two representations, or 
a struggle to integrate the two. For a significant new contribution to eye tracking research 
on multimedia learning, research question 3 worked to expand statistical results to 
provide qualitative context to the findings.  Participants’ cued retrospective reporting 
described their multimedia reading processes as repairing, connecting representations, 
passive transitions, and connecting to self. Indeed, there may be attempts, successes, and 
struggles across students’ reading experiences as the codes and themes suggest. To 
visually illustrate this discussion, qualitative themes were further integrated with 
quantitative outcomes by interpreting how themes related to factual knowledge learning 
outcomes. Participants were sequenced according to their knowledge gain from pre to 
posttest, then divided into two groups: “high knowledge gain” and “low knowledge gain” 
(n = 7; 8 respectively). Figures 14 and 15 visually demonstrate how themed expressions 
were distributed within each group. 
 Students in the high gain group made more than twice as many comments as 
students in the low gain group. This makes sense considering the nature of research 
question three, which aims to explain integrative behavior. Students with more transitions 
had more opportunities to explain their decisions. However, it is also the case that 
students in the high gain group were more able to think aloud about their processes. 
Whereas, students in the low gain group responded “I don’t know” more frequently to 
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 As is evident in Figures 14 and 15, students in both groups used transitions to 
repair their understandings (theme, repairing); with the high gain group displaying equal 
distribution of expressions under repairing and connecting representations themes. 
However, students in the low gain group displayed considerably fewer instances of 
purposefully integrating verbal and pictorial information. There were only three student 
expressions coded under the theme connecting representations in the low gain group 
while the high gain group had fourteen. Codes under this theme such as explaining, 
expanding, and storing demonstrate deliberate strategy use without the prompt of needing 
to resolve reading difficulty (i.e., repairing). Instances of connecting representations 
demonstrated active attempts to build a mental model because students did not perceive 
word and picture AOIs in separate, redundant channels as Paivio (1986) had theorized. 
Rather, the words and pictures intertwined in various ways to support student learning 
(Mayer, 2014).  
Limitations 
 When interpreting the analysis and results of this study, it is necessary to consider 
the following limitations. The first limitation is sample size, which is a common 
limitation for research with DHH students due to the nature of the low incidence 
population (Schirmer, 2004), and is further constrained by the bounds of inclusion criteria 
and heterogeneous language and literacy characteristics (Nikolaraizi et al., 2013). 
Additional research studies with larger sample sizes would strengthen the validity and 




 The second limitation is related to the method of eye tracking. As is evident in the 
theme of Passive Transitions, students reported utilizing their peripheral field of vision 
while reading. This means that it may be possible for students to glean pictorial 
information outside of the detected fixation hit. Eye tracking research relies on fixation 
data to report purposeful attention to areas of interest. More eye tracking research with 
DHH readers is needed to better understand the capacity and utility of readers’ peripheral 
attention.   
 The third limitation of note is the pre-posttest design, which used an immediate 
posttest to measure student learning outcomes. Due to constraints of time, this study 
could not conduct a delayed posttest. Although there was no intervention, and thus, no 
question about adopting new behaviors, a delayed posttest would demonstrate students’ 
retention of new material over time. A fourth limitation, also related to the pre-posttest 
design, was the possibility that students could have gleaned additional information from 
the reading stimulus during the cued retrospective reporting activity. This limitation was 
unavoidable with the inclusion of the qualitative component because it was crucial that 
participants used immediate, short-term memory while reporting about their processes 
(van Gog et al., 2005), otherwise they may have forgotten what they were thinking and 
experiencing. Although the cued retrospective reporting task gave students somewhat of a 
“second look” at the stimulus, there were red bubbles and lines (representing their 
viewing behavior) covering and distorting the comic. The addition of a delayed posttest 




 Despite these limitations, this study extends the foundation of empirical support 
for the cognitive theory of multimedia (Mayor, 2014) in several ways. It is the first study 
to use a nonfiction comic to study integrative transitions. It extends research with DHH 
students, and the first one of its kind to include older DHH students and eye tracking 
methods. Finally, several of the studies cited in the literature review used only eye 
tracking indices to determine a multimedia effect (Mason, Pluchino et al., 2013; Mason, 
Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013; Mason et al., 2015). These studies were immensely 
influential in designing the current study; however, I worked to expand this approach to 
studying viewing behavior by triangulating these measures with student voice. This 
mixed methods study employed cued retrospective reporting, which added important 
emic context to quantitative results, and made the participant an informant on their own 
processes. Additionally, most other multimedia studies that used a science text as reading 
stimulus noted the limitation of using a short text with only one image (Mason, Pluchino 
et al., 2013). The current study used many word and picture AOIs to investigate student 
viewing behaviors.  
Future Direction  
Theory 
 The major findings of this study align with the cognitive theory of multimedia, 
which posits that readers learn better from words and pictures than from print text alone, 
but readers must work to cognitively integrate these two representations to form a 




can be found in students’ deliberate transitions between related words and pictures, which 
significantly predicted learning outcomes in the current study. Evidence for building and 
maintaining a coherent mental model was also apparent from verbal reports, which 
demonstrated that students made active, intentional connections between related word 
and picture AOIs. This study helps advance the theory of multimedia by increasing the 
diversity of sample populations and text types. Mayer (2014) states that well-designed 
multimedia texts assist readers in building a mental model by making sure that words and 
pictures are semantically related and near to each other on the page, also known as the 
principles of coherence and contiguity, respectively. A prime example of these principles, 
graphic novels are underrepresented in multimedia research studies (Jee & Anggoro, 
2012). This study should act as an impetus for other researchers to explore viewing 
behavior as it relates to reader process and learning outcomes. The medium of nonfiction 
comics presents pictures and words that are seamlessly intertwined in a variety of ways, 
inviting the reader to actively integrate the information (Jee & Anggoro, 2012; McCloud, 
1994). The cognitive theory of multimedia would be further strengthened by continuing 
this line of research using comics and eye tracking to investigate the ways that readers 
work to build their mental models.  
Research 
 This study used eye tracking and cued retrospective reporting to explore DHH 




and design of this study stemmed from the blended foundation of literature in the 
research areas of DHH multimedia learning and comics research.   
 There are currently only two known studies that have used eye tracking to study 
multimedia reading processes with DHH readers: one of which did not find strong 
evidence of readers making integrative transitions (Nikolaraizi et al, 2013) and the 
current study, which did. Students interact with multimedia texts every day; yet, these 
two studies illuminate that integrating word and picture resources to learn is not an innate 
skill. Researchers and teachers should work toward developing an instructional 
intervention that targets effective multimedia reading strategies. One way to do this is to 
use gaze replays to model the target reading behavior with a treatment group, while a 
comparison group receives no modeling (Mason et al., 2016). Researchers and teachers 
can also demonstrate integrative processing using think aloud techniques to model and 
support metacognitive awareness while reading (Oster, 2001). The current study 
contributes to the field of DHH literacy research because it serves as a starting point to 
understanding how DHH students interact with these texts. This is timely, because high-
quality comics are becoming increasingly available for teachers to use as a resource in the 
classroom (Farinella, 2018). 
 As comics become more and more present on classroom bookshelves, teachers 
need guidance for the best ways to use them within their literacy curricula. There have 
been very few studies involving DHH students and comics, making the current study an 
important contribution. This study applied multimedia learning principles to the task of 




can have on reading and learning. As Smetana and colleagues (2009) found in their 
research, comics can influence reader identity, providing an entry point for increased 
motivation and peer interaction. From what is known about motivation and reading 
comprehension (Guthrie et al., 2006), it is worth exploring the effect that motivation has 
on integrative processing.  
Classroom Practice 
 Kuntze and colleagues (2014) suggest that teachers ground their reading 
instruction in visual acquisition of language and literacy, which means that the definition 
of text and what constitutes successful literacy goes beyond the practice of reading 
traditional print texts. Signing Deaf students use a variety of linguistic and nonlinguistic 
strategies to read and learn, many of which are uniquely developed by their language and 
cultural experiences. Researchers who work with DHH individuals have demonstrated 
that these strategies are qualitatively different compared to hearing readers (Folk & 
Eskenazi, 2017; McQuarrie & Parrila, 2009). For example, eye tracking studies have 
found that signing deaf readers have a wider spotlight of visual attention compared to 
hearing peers (Bélanger, Slattery, et al., 2012). Research on working memory has 
indicated that DHH students have a proclivity toward storing visuospatial information 
while they read. In this study, student reports aligned with these findings. Students 
reported using their peripheral field to access pictorial information, and also reported 
shifting attention to related picture AOIs to store information while reading. In their 




used strategies for attending to relevant information or intentionally shifting their 
attention between related words and pictures. Results from the current study provide a 
compelling counter-response with slightly older readers. Teachers can use these results to 
influence their instruction with multimedia texts by modeling effective integrative 
processing at an earlier age. Teachers have a strong influence on students’ motivation to 
read (Skinner et al., 1990) and providing text options in the classroom is one way to 
encourage student investment in learning new strategies. One student in the current study 
commented, “I feel like those pictures are fake. I like real. Real pictures tend to be 
boring, but I like that.” It is possible that this student may have integrated words and 
pictures more readily if the book had included photographs with, or instead of 
illustrations. Recommendations for future classroom practice of multimedia learning 
include applying the principles of this theory with a range of multimedia texts and 
explicitly modeling attentional shifts across related verbal and pictorial content. 
Researchers who have studied multimedia learning among DHH students have uncovered 
favorable learning outcomes for reading academic content that blends words and pictures 
(Gentry et al., 2005). The findings from this study add to the tool bag of strategies that 
teachers can use when focusing on effective multimedia reading processes. Results 
indicate that integrative processing, a skill that is applicable to all content area reading, 
has an influence on increased learning outcomes for DHH students. Additionally, student 
reporting was an important component in understanding student process. This pragmatic 
approach to investigating multimedia learning can be applied to classroom practice to 





 The purpose of this mixed methods study was to investigate the viewing behavior 
of DHH students as they read a science comic, and whether certain learner characteristics 
played a role in their reading experience and learning outcomes. The primary research 
question guiding this study was, how do DHH students read and learn from multimedia 
science texts? To answer this question, I explored relationships between DHH students’ 
learner characteristics and their viewing behavior, examined readers’ frequency of 
attentional shifts between related words and pictures to see if this behavior related to 
factual knowledge learning outcomes, and I analyzed students’ immediate reflections of 
their reading process to better understand their reading experience.  
After conducting these procedures with 17 DHH students in grades 7-12, my 
analysis identified integrative transitions as a multimedia reading skill that makes a 
significant, positive impact on learning outcomes. Students with higher traditional 
reading comprehension skills made more transitions than students with lower reading 
comprehension skills. Although traditional reading comprehension also significantly 
predicted learning outcomes in the present study, a stronger model emerged between 
integrative transitions and learning outcomes. Integration of qualitative thematic analysis 
revealed that students who had higher knowledge gain at posttest (and who had higher 
counts of integrative transitions) reported using deliberate strategies to build a coherent 
mental model. Students who had lower knowledge gain reported less of this behavior. 




and extend the existing bodies of literature in DHH literacy, multimedia learning, and 
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 APPENDIX B: Factual Knowledge Pre/Posttest 
 
Factual Knowledge Pre/Posttest  
20 Idea Units – 5pts each/ 100 points possible 
 
In the desert, do you think that more animals are active during the day or night? Why? (2) 
• Night 
• It is hot during the daytime/it cools off at night 
Some bats live in the desert – do you think they are daytime or nighttime animals? (1) 
• Nighttime 




What kinds of animals want to eat bats? (3) 
• Fox  
• Snake 
• Owl 
Where is a dangerous place for a bat? Why? (3) 
• The ground 
• Predators can catch it.  
• Bats cannot take off from the ground like birds 
Tell me what you know about how bats take off. (1) 
• They drop down from high area 
Tell me everything you know about how bats fly. (7) 
• Flap their wings  
• Use stretchy skin on their wings  
• Cannot glide like a bird   
• Catch air  
• Trap air  
• Push air away  
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